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PBSTF P,CT 
l ·fter exposure of mouse embryo cultures to h i gh concentrations 
of P y, a variable fraction of the cell population is converted to virus 
producers, but a fraction also survives and p roliferates . The 
surviving fraction can be 20o/o of the population at input virus: cell 
ratios of 500 pfu/ cell. F esistance to the cytocidal action of the virus 
in mouse embryo cultures is due neither to interferon nor to genetically 
resistant cell s; it appears to be due to a transient physi ological state 
of the cells. 
No transforme d cells have been found among the cells surviving 
a brief exposure to high concentrations of virus . Cultures derived 
from these cells by growth in antiviral medium resemble uninfected 
cultures in cell morphology, growth pattern, and sensitivity to 
reinfection. Tran sformed cells arise only in cultures which are 
'exposed to Py over a period of two to five weeks . It has been shown 
that clonal cultures respond in the same w ay to P y infection as do un-
cloned mouse embryo cultur es; thus, transformation does not result 
from the infection of rare "transformable variants" preexisting in the 
cell population. 
Changes similar to the transformation which takes place in 
infected mouse embryo cultures also occur , and rapidly , in uninfected 
cultures. T he occurrence of these change s complicates the analysi s of 
P y induced transformation. It has been shown that "spontaneous" and 
virus -induced transformation are two different phenomena, since 
transplantable cells arising in infected culture s differ antigenically 
fr o m those arising in uninfe cted cultures . The relationship between 
alterations of cell lines observable in vitro and the ability of these 
lines to produce tumors upon implantation have been studied; definite 
correlations have been demonstrated between these properties. These 
facts have been discussed in the ligh t of various theories of Py 
induced transformation. 
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GENERAL I N TROD UC T ION 
Th.-:: study of the induction of tumors b y viru~es is a part of 
the n1uch broader area of re s earch airr:eci. at under standing the 
i n itiation and maintenance of the neoplas t ic state of the cell s . I n 
both viral and non-viral tun1ors, the cells fail to respond to one or 
m ore oi the growth regulating mechani sms which prevent unlimited 
and anarchic cell division i n the nor mal organism. Tumors p r oduced 
by viruses, a uniqu e class among tumors , can be initiated and main-
tained _.!l! ~· where the y can be studied i n a prefer red way by using 
rr1oclern virological and tissue culture techniques. In the s t udy of the 
neopl astic transformation of celle 12! vitro b :,: tumor-p roducing viruses, 
two main model systems were devel oped: one is based on the ribonucleic 
a cid (RNA)*-containing Rous sarcoma virus, the other o n \:he deox·i -
ribonucleic (D NA}-con taining polyoma viru::~K A variety of cell:> were 
u:;ed in both case s . This the .:ds is concerned p rimarily with the effect;:; 
of t h e polyoma virus on cultures of mou.se embryo cell.:J . 
Perhaps the first question of tumor virology is: do virus -
induced tumors arise as a result of a genetic interaction. between t he 
virus and a normal cell ? The concept of virus - cell i nteractions a s 
genetic interactions arise s f rom the s tudy of bacteriophage virology . 
A bundant evidence makes it clear that the process of phage r:1 ultipli-
cation can be regarded a s the functioni ng 
:f;l S ee Glossary (p . 3 6} for a li3t of the abbreviation :J used i n this th e 3is. 
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and replication of phage genes within e>.::: environm ent largely created 
and governed b) the a ctivitie s o f host cell genes . (l) In the case o ; 
temperate bacteriophage, it is well - known that phage genes can 
interac t w i th the bacterial genome in a rccombinational as well as in 
a func Uonal sense. H"or exaiYlple, genetic deterroinants oi teroperate 
phage can become linked to the bacterial c hromosome in the form o~ 
1 (2., 3 ) db . . 1 ' . d i h prop 1age, an ac·cer1a genes can oecoroe tn.corporate nto t e 
phage chromosome, thus g iving rise to transducing phage. ( 4 , S) In 
fact , temperate phages have been placed in the class oi bacterial 
. 1 k . ( 6) E . bl . th genetic e ements nown as eptsornes. ptsoroes are a e e1 er to 
become integrated with the bacterial chromosome and replicate in 
strict synchrony with it, or alternatively, to multipl y autonomously 
in the c ytoplasm. In addition, they may be c ompletely absent fron• 
the cell, in which ca :;e they can be acquired only from an external 
source. Temperate phages ar e epi~o:Knes which have the genetic 
infor rnation necessary to specify the elaborate mechanism of extra-
cellular genetic transfer known as infection. \Vhen a temperate 
phage exists in the integrated state, a regulatory gene of the phage 
s ynthesizes a substance, e laborated throughout the cell , which re-
presses the functioning of the genes concerned with the production of 
the infectious virus particle.(?) It is this intracellular repressor 
which is held to be responsible both ior the m aintenance of the 
l y sogenic state and for the resistance of l y sogenic bacteria to 
ouperinfection with genetically related phage. Some p hage-associated 
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genes, which have no obvious relation either to the i ntegrated state 
or to the state of autonomous replication of tee virus , function in 
both states . The changes in cells caused by thE. function of these 
gencf:l arc known as conversion; they include suc h phenomena aE 
alteration of the cell wall oi phage -infec ted Salmon ella (B) and tox in 
l?roduction in the diptheria bacillus . ( 9 ) 
!n the light of theile conaiclerationr;, we may rephrase our 
quecti on: a1·e the cellt:i of virua - induc ed tumors desc ended from cells 
witl1.in which virual genes have func t ioned? The alt ernat ive hypo -
thesic io tha~ tumor cells devcend from cello which were affected 
indirectly - - f.or inctance , by oubstanccs reieaeed fro;:n other infected 
cell::;. If t :l.1e firEit alternative io correct , we are led naturally to 
further .qucst ione, ~;uch ao these: Io t h e infecting virus genome lost 
from the neoplastic<.tlly ti·anoformed cell after its genes have functioned , 
or is there some fonTJ of intra.-cellula.:r transn1ission frorn n"lother to 
da •K DKgh~er cell ? Can. viral gcneG !:.ecorre integrated with the cell 
cenome i n a manner analoaous to the integrati on of temperate phage 
· in lysogenic bacteria ~· ~li!fKl the escape of the tumor cells from 
r~gulatory m e chanioms require the continued presenc e and functioning 
of vira.l g£;~nes within the affecteci cells and their descendants? 
T he answerc to some of these qucotions are probably different 
for different tun1or viru.ses . .I survey of the results obtained by using 
the two mociel oystemo of tumor virology will make thi s point clear . 
"':: c shali begin with a brief revie w of t h e observations made wit..'l the 
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Rous s a r com a virus (RSV); polyoma vi ruG (P y ), the p rincipal o bjec t 
of this study, w ill then be considered i n m ore detail. 
A . Summary o f t he Findings w ith RSV 
RSV is a mernbe r o i a class of v i ruses --tl1.e Aviar1leuk.o s i s 
group--who se m e mbers ehow Berol ogic cro01 s reactions . (IO) RSV 
ta . RN" . . d 1' ' d ( ll' l~F 1 . d ' . d · con 1ns - 1 ,.. ... , pro i:el n a n 1p1 . t 1s a rne tUnl s1ze vtrus, 
·with a diamete r o f approxirna tel y 70 m~ K Neithe r R S V , nor any o ther 
oi the A vian l eukosis viruses is known to undergo a 'lytic 1 cycle of 
mult iplication o n cultured fowl cells with rapid and large produ ction 
f . d ll d • ( 13 J 14 ) v. . b . d . o v1rus a n consequent ce eatn . tr u e 1s synt . e s 1ze 1n 
the c y toplasm o f RSV -infected cells a n d assembled at their sur face; ( l S) 
it is r eleased from the infected c ell s continuousl y rather than in a 
bur st . ( 13 ) An inf e cted cell retains the capacity to divide u.nd produce 
11 11 f h . h . 1.. • ~· 1 . . ( 13) progeny ce 9 , a o w 1c. reta1n t11e capac1ty or re eastng v1rus. 
Recent evidence shows, however , that i nfec tious RSV is released 
on...ly whe n the c ells are supel"infected bj' a nother virus of the Avian 
I 1 ( 16 • 17) Th' - h h :.e uk.osis comp ex . 1s pnenomeno n as suggeeted t at RSV 
. d f t' d . h 1 . t d -. • . ( l?) 1 s e ec tve an requ1re s a e p er v1rus o p ro uce ac~K1ve p rog e ny. 
C olonies iormed by RSV i nfec t ed cells can be· distinguished 
in a background of uninfecte d cell s b y v ir tue of their altered morphology 
and growth characte r i stic s . ( 18) These altered cells are known a s 
"tra n:Jformed11 cells. Transformation occurs i n the absence of 
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h elper virus. ( l?) The fraction of transforme d cells in a population 
of susceptible c ell s i a directly proportional to the virul'il input. This 
observation ha::> led to a convenient in ~assay for the biological 
ac'i:ivity of the vit·u t3 . The study of transfor mation by this method has 
had two important conclusions: ( 1) the majority , if not all, of the c elli3 
o£ culture s infected by h igh concentrations o f virus can .becom e trans -
formed; ( 19) and (2.) different v i rus mutants induce recognizabl y differe nt 
m o rphological a.lteration0 oi the infected cell s . (.::!O) All o £ these finding:::; 
strongl y i ndicate that RSV has a direct and contirming role in the trans-
formation of cultured cells. 
B . The Findi ngs with Polyoma Virua 
! . Experiments in the anir.oal 
Py is a membe r o f the Papova tumor v irus group which includes 
the s i m ian virus 40 (SV 40), the rabbit papilloma virus and the hur~•an 
war ts virus. (ll) These viruses are similar i n size--about 45 m~-~o i n 
d iameter--, in cornpo8ition - - DNA and p r otein -- , and in the s·:rmmetry 
of the protein shell or capsid- - icosahedral with a sirnilar number of 
rnorphologic a l subunits. All of thes e viruses p r oduce turnor :il in ou:;-
ceptible hosts . 
O ther i nteresting p roperties o f some of these virusea w ill n ow 
be summarized . The rel ative DNA c ontent of P y is 13o/o (corresponding 
to a !~:olecular wei ght of 5 x 106 ). {K:!~F I nfectious DNA can be extracted 
~ · f ,- d ·11 (2. 3 , ~4F ,.,..,_ · · d • r--xrorn preparations o D~Di an pap1 on1a. .\. K! e v1rus c aps1 ot ~y 
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can adsorb to and agglutinate euspenGions of the erythrocytes of 
. . ( 2 5) '""' ' . k . 1 . . cert:nn epec1es . .Ull3 property, ·nown as ner..-.>agg utlnatlon, 
affords an extremely useful method of assaying virus concentration . 
1'\pparently the other virusec of the Papova group do not rJhare t h ic 
property . The site of replica~ion oi f' y , S V 4 0 and papilloma in 
cytocidal infections. is the cell nucleus , as showrt by fluorescent 
... b d t . . l 1 t . {26. 27) an~K1 o y s ~umKng cnc\ e ec ron m1croscopy . 
Py waz originally isolc.ted from leukemic tir;suee of mice . (2 8 ) 
.Apparentl y , the virus exist:ed as a contaminant in thes~: tissue ::;, 
becaus~ it was suboequently shown to h&ve no leukemogenic 
. . <29 ) .... h . . t d. t t ' bl . l acttvt ty . b ow ever , vL en 1n;ec e 1n o Bu£cep 1 e c::.nur; a s 
Erodent~FI the virus is abl e to induce a w i de var i ety of solid tumor e .. 
Theae tumors are frequently locali2>ed and non-invaoive , ali::hough 
occasi onal invasive atld metastaoi:z.ing growths are produced. T h(o: 
types of tumor o found depend upon the dose of virus and the opecie e 
. . f . 1 . . d ( 3 0) --- b bl . . . d ana stra1n o an:;.I:na lnJecte • t- ' ro a y no te:~sue 1n n uce a.n 
hamsters. at lea.et , is completely immune , althoug h the parotid gland 
in some atraino of mice , (3 l) and th.e kidney in harnBtero, are eapccially 
. bl t . d . ( 3 2 ) susceptl e o tumor 1n uction . 
Py multiplies ext ensivel y a n d rapidly with accompanying de-
gl:!ner a tive c hangec when it is injected into baby m ice and baby 
h<>.msters . (33 • 34 ) T he kidneys of i nfected hamsters illur;trate 
especially clet>.rly the cffcctc of !:he viru c: profound degenerative 
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change s and a rap id neopl a stic response both occur . ( 3 S) I n fact , 
d i screte m icroscopic foci of n e oplastic growth can be fou n d in the 
. . . . . . ,. . (36) 
.1.udney s as earl y a s one week a ;: ter tnJection or v trus. T he number 
o f these foci is appro:x:irnate~y proportional to the v irus dose , a fact 
which suggests that one particle is sufficient to induce a neopl astic 
change. Thi s, in turn, suggests that the virus h as a direc t and 
hn::~ediate role i n tumor i nduction . 
1yfiic ~K and t o a lesser extent, h a rnstet· s , d8vcl op, w ith age, 
. . . h . . "f . " .,. ( 3 ?) I · a very strong 1rnmun1ty to 1: e carcu'logentc e 1 ects ot -"'Y . t ts 
known that th e rap i d i mmunological r esponse o f adult n1ice to .Py 
reduce s virus p rolif e ration i n the tissues of .older a.nirnal s , and , 
i n. a ddition , that X - irradiation allows t h e production o ( tumors in adult 
. ( 3 8 ) ~l ~- f ' h . d " . . . 1 • ! 'h tm .c e . l. 1e e:ttect o t e 1rra 1auon 1s pro .;a o y to .suppress t e 
i:KKK~Kwnune response. T hese f.ac ts ouggest th3.t the i!:K•~·ilrrtity of adult m ic e 
Co l""y carcinogeneais may b0 due to th0ir greater h :..1munologic al 
In spite of the i n creased reaction. , r-y d o es multip ly to a certain 
exten t i n adult mice: m i nute qua ntities oi vir us , w h e n injected, can 
p1·olii ex-ate and i:h ereuy i nduce the 3 yn·i:he;:;is oZ la1:~e q:..m.ntiti.es of anti -
b o d y . Cn this .Zac t io based aver·~ D13:·1sitivo e •:1d - poi n t :.:.ne thod of assa y 
~o1· the biological activity oi t:he v iruo - ·-the ! D OU6e a n tibody produc tion 
te - ·. (39) roo~ t..• 
To dr~::1 u p , the e xpe:rL:..>ents h ! the a n ir-.'1al show that the virus 
c an uiiect cell 3 in two w a ys --by caus i ng either cell proliferation or 
cell de3tr uc tion . The d o se r esponse o f t h e p roducti on 
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of disc r ete foci of neoplagtic growth in the kidneys of infected 
han.'l sters sugg e sts th at the virus h..as a direct a nd i mmediate role 
i n the induction of neoplas ia. Hm.vever, th e inability of the virus 
to induce turnor s in adults sugge sts either that Py m a y be very 
inefficient i n promoting neoplasia and/or that m i ce may have efficient 
rn ea.ns for suppressing suc h change once it h as occurred; imrnuno -
l ogical m echanisms appear to participate in this suppression. 
It s eertls clear, h owever, thai conclusions a bout the nature 
of. the cell-virus interaction leading to the n eoplastic state can only 
be s uggestive when drawn f roL"l experiments with intact animals. The 
irn munological def enses of infected a n i m als, their wide variety of 
target c ell::!, a nd the uPl<I'lO'JI;n rnultiplicity of infection of each var iety 
create difficulties for quantitative virol ogy. T herefore , we shall 
turn to experhn e n t .:;; with ti!~sue c u l ture s:,ri:J te:ms which offer better 
oppor tunitieG f o r thene studies . 
I~K E;xperin1ents in tLssue culture 
The i rnrnediate consequ•~nce of .Py virus i n cultures of mouse 
cells i~ to cnuse c.:dl cle •Ptru:Kcti o~"!K ( called c y topathic e ffec t rcPE ] ). (4 0) 
The v i rus m ultiplies extens iV"ely i n the s e c ultures; their fluids have 
hieh hema ggl utinating titer o ar::d high i niectious titers , whe the r 
deter rni necl b;.· p r oduction o f t umors i n the ani rna.ls or of CPE in tissue 
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1 (40) ~-h r ···· - . '1 ' 1 . ' f h . (41 , 42) cu tures . 1 e K__lg _-:~ 18 u tl 1ze c.. 1n a p .aque a.soay o t e v1rus , 
a method of bioassay which ia as sensitive ao , but m ore accurate than,. 
' 'b d c1 • (43) tne 1-r,ouS(.: antl o y p:::-o uctlon test . 
Seve1·al workers havD~ deocribed t h e transformation of culture3 
f . ' 11 . . ~ . . h """' ( 44 • 4 5 • 46 ) o mouse , .-12.m cter ane rat cc £ oy uuectlon w1t K~K- y . 
L'efore thiu phenmY.l enon iG diacussed in more detail , however , the 
n:ore general pro b ler;.--, of ~1ow neoplneia can be defined and d etect e d 
in vitro wi ll be considered . 
a) Definition and detection of neoplasia i n vitr o . The only 
direct test for neoplae;ia i n cultured cell s ie the a bi lity of the c ells in 
q u estion to give rise t o a tumor upon ir:1plantat ion into an intact 
animal o f the same h.ietocompatibiliiy g enotyp e . F or various reas ons , 
some of which wi il be di scuosed ;xore fully in a later section , thi s test 
is often i nconcluzive , and it is always i nconvenient . Therefore, other 
indirect tests will aloo be used i n t~1Kis wor k to determine the state of 
the cells. 
!twill be reca lled t hat cells respond t o I\SV infection by a 
transform_ation of cell morphology and of g r owth patte rn: Both are 
qualities which can oe determ i ned visually in living cultures with the 
m icro s cope. Cell n"'wrphology r efer c to t he shape o:f the cell and to 
it f'J refra ctility. The growth pattern of the c ells refers to thei r 
. (47) 
tendency to gro'\7 e1ther as a monolayer (regulated growth ) or as a 
multilayered- mat (non -regulated g rowth} on the Bu:dac e of a petri dish . 
* For a more compl ete definition of these terms see Glossary (p. 36 ). 
t/1 
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Cells showing regulated nrowt7.l grow on the substrate rather than 
on top of one another and , moat important , stop dividing once they 
have exhausted the our face area of t he substrate . Cells showing 
non-rer;ulated growth , on the ot:lex h a nd , continue to divid~~ active l y 
when they reach confluency. It ic this unc ontrolled cell diviDion 
v;·hich ceKte:~ee the forr~>ation of a rDultilayered mat . 
In general, freshl y e xplan'l:ed embryo cella show regulated 
growth . \',hen. these celis, a~ •;.;ill be seen below , are infected with 
?y, they develop cha~1ges in cell morphology and a non - regulated 
growt h pattern. ':'Chi s process will be called transformation and the 
reoultant cells transfor1:'l1cd cells . 
lt should be pointed out that trandor r:r,ed cell2 , aa defined 
above , are o p_rationally dic:.tinct from neoplaeth. cells , which are 
clefined by their abili ty to produce tumoro upon i mplantation . In fa.c t , 
Py transformed harn~ter cells axe neoplasti c in the animal , (44 ) 
wherear3 transfor~:;·; cd mouse ceil s are frequently unaole to produce 
. ' . . d E4U I ~19 I 50) IK~I 1 t• f t ' . 1 tumors w .. 1cn lmpiantc . .1 .1e co:r:re a 1on o n e morpho ogy 
and gro·.r.;th patt ern oi. mouse cells with their ability to produce tumors 
'a hen inlplunted is one o£ the subjects of t i::ds thesie . 
b) The transformation of cell cultu res . A fr action of the 
cell c: in mouse ernbryo c ul'i:ures do not degenerate after infection w ith 
a large dos•:: of virus. i ' perio d of a bout !our to eight we e ks ens ues, 
in which cell k illing is approximately balanced by cell d i vision , so that 
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there is very little or 110 n.ef: increase in cell number. This period 
is known as t h e stendy state peri od. Virua production is abundant 
through the entire steady state p eriod . Finally, a new type of cell 
appears and overgrows the culture, the transformed cell., with 
changed morphology and growth pattern. Coincident with this , the 
amount of C? I-~ and virus p:-oduction decreaoes . <44 ) 
In comparison w i th mouse embryo culture s , my~nfected 
cultures of hamster and rat ceils show m uch less cell degeneration 
d . 1' '' . E44I 4R I ~1SF . f 1 h b an Vlrtts J?ro ueratlon -- 1n e.ct , rat ce le ave een 
reported to be incor."'lpetent to support the nmltiplication of the virus .< 4 6 ) 
Flourescent: antibody staining of hamoter cells infected w ith high 
concentrationc; of virn t:J indica teo that a small proportion - - perhaps 
1 ~~· -- does oyntheoi~e viral capsid antigen, and the amount of virus 
multiplication o bserved supports thi!3 conclusion . (Sl) Unlike infected 
mouse cultures, infected hamster <1nd rat cultures can be subcultured, 
but t hey too are eventually ovet·grown wi t h tranoformed cell s . The 
delay between infection and overgrowth of the culture w ith transformed 
cello is about three to four we~kK; for h amster culturee . 
The transformed cell a which finally overgrow Py infected mouse 
. 1 h . - (SZ , 53) Th 
and hamster -cultures have been ext enr:ave y c aracterlzea. ey 
tend to c row in interwoven , netlilte arrays and form multi -layered mate 
when th ey come to coniluency. Uninfected cell s , on the oth er hand. 
grow in parallel bundles and do not continue to divide w hen the cell 
sheet covers tl"le available area of the petri dish . 'I ransforrr.ed cellB 
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arising from infected hamster cultures are generally f ree of virus 
and are completely refractory to reinfection. Transformed mouse 
embryo cells, on the other hand, continue to release virus at about 
1 to 10 per cent of the rate observed during the initial steady state 
period of degeneration. The analysis of the yields of single Py-
infected transformed mouse cells shows that Py is released in 
bursts -- each infected cell releasing about one thousand plaque 
forming units {pfu) of virus . .A.lthough the proportion of infected 
cells in transformed mouse cultures (about 1 to 2 per cent) was not 
reduced by treat ment w i th anti-viral antiserum , transformed, non-
virus releasing cultures could be obtained by the expedient of picking 
a sing le cell from an infected culture and growing it into a clone. 
Neither the hamster nor th e vi rus-free mouse transformed cultures 
could be in duced to release virus by treatments known to be effective 
in inducing phage development in lysogenic bacteria, or by super-
infection by a m utant of Py . In addition, it has thus far been impossible 
to extract infectious nucleic acid from such cultures or to demon strate 
th e presence of virus capsid antigens . 
This situation is quite distinct from that of cells transfor med 
by RSV. In the latter case, it has been shown t hat every transformed 
cell is capable of releasing virus when superinfected by a helper virus, 
and that this ability is transmitted to its progeny. 
The finding that Py-transformed cells c annot be induced to pro-
duce virus shows that t hese cells do not behave like a population of 
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bacteria lysogenic for an i r.du cib l e proph a g e. Neverth eless, i t h as 
bee n pointed out by Vo gt a :td J)u l b e cco (53 ) L"J.at some or all ·o f the 
genetic material of the virus may exist in the transformed cells in a 
firmly integrated (i . e ., non-inducible) state . Some support for the idea 
that viral genetic material is present in transformed cells has come 
from experiments on the transplantability, in mice and hamsters , of 
Py-induced tumors and of cells transformed in vitro. These experi-
ments indicate that there is a new and apparently virus specific antigen 
in these cells. Some of the work which has led to this conclusion will 
be revie wed in detail. 
!t has already been noted that adult mice and hamsters usually 
do not develop tumors when infected with Py. It has been foun d that 
these tumor -fr ee, infected animals are more resistant to subsequent 
grafts of Py-induced tumors and of transformed cells than are un-
infected animals. <54 • 55 • 56 ) T his resistance is specific: Py-infected 
mice do not become more resistant than uninfected mice to transplants 
of isologous spontaneous or chemically induced tumors. (S4 ) Nor do 
mice immunized w ith othe1· tumor viruses acquire resistance to P y 
induced tumors . Such mice do , however, show resistance to g rafts of 
. . . d d b h . . . . (57. 58. 59 ) tumors or1g1nally tn uce y t e 1mmun1z1ng Vlrus. 
It h as bee n shown by Sjogren (6 0) that neither the resistance nor 
t h e new antigen de p end or.. the presence of antiviral antibodies i n the 
g raft recipient or on i n fectious virus in t h e tumor cells . T his was 
done by demonstrating t h at mice which had been imm unized by homo-
g rafts of a virus-free . Py- induced tumor were resistant to subsequent 
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ioog rafts o f other virus free F)r -induced tum ors. (H o rno gra f ts are 
gratto b etween individual s of the same species; isografts , between 
i ndivi duals o f the same i nbred strain. ) Thi s expe r i ment also provide s 
clh· ec t evid ence tha t different Py - induced tum ors a re antigenically croes -
related . The P y specific a ntigen ia pr e s e nt in most P y - induced tumor s 
a n d ic mai ntai n e d eve n w he n the t u mors are serially transferred in P y -
i m munized animals . ( l.-l ) For all the 8e reasons, it has been suggested 
that th e e vent leading to the production of the new virus - specific a n tigen 
i£J i n tim ately connected w ith the initiatio n and m ain tena nce o!: the neo-
plastic state. M oreover. this e v e nt n1a y b e a nalogous to the phenom e non 
~ . ' . 1 . b . ( b 2.) 
or conver r31on 1n y sogen1c a c t er1a . 
What can b e aaid about the role o f the virus in the i ni tiation 
oi these apparently specific transfor m ed cells? It has recently b een 
shown that a small p roportion oi transfor rned cells app ears very 
shortly a fter the infecti on o f ham ster cell c'.lltures with P y . ( 63 • 64) 
These cells can be detected b y the d is t i nctive m orphology and growth 
pattern of the colonies they form . S toker a n d J:v1a cPhGrson , plating 
i re s hl y i solated hamster cells a f ter infection with about 24 plaque 
io r rdi.ng m'lit s of vhus per cell, found that about 0 . 006% of the cell s 
( 63) 
fo rn1ed trans fo r med colonies . The nun"lb er o f tra nsformed colon i es 
we.s a pproximately proporti o nal to th e input r.nulti.p licity . 
Vog'i: and Dulbecco , u sing c olonia l morphology a n d trans-
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plantability as their criteria of transformation, did not fincl typical 
tra!'lsformed colonies when th~y plated hamster cells immedic.tely 
after infe c tion. (65 • 66 ) Instead, it was possible to ioolate "foci of 
pereio~ent mit o ti c activity" ,;vhich , unlike colonies from uninfected 
hamater embryo cuKltu~ I~s K multiplied contii:mo ualy . But they did 
net show in full degree the:rx:n-rcgulat ed g r owth which is characteri::;tic 
of cstabliohecl transformed cultures , nor did they produce rapidly 
growi ng tumors when i mplanted into hamsters . .As these "early" 
transfo rmed lines were transferred, a g reat many abnorn1al m itoses 
and chromatid breaks were observed - ··· events which caused a h i gh 
frequency of dead cello to be thr own off . .1T'inally there arose typical 
; 
eatabli shcd or "late'' trru'lsformed cells which formed dense , piled -
up colonies , which had a low frequency of chromatid b r eakc c::.nd of 
dead cells . and wi;l.ich were fully neoplastic in the animal. Since the 
infecting virus had been diluted out , reinfection c ouid be excluded as 
the ir.,duc e r of the late transfor r.ned cells . Vogt and Dulbecc:o conclude 
that the late transforn1ed cells deri ved fron1 the early tranofor med 
cells "by a oecondary variational proce ss" as a consequence o f t he 
original infection wit h Py . 
It i s not known whether the transfo1·:mecl cells obser vec;l by 
Stoker and :t-IJ:acpherson were s i milar t o the early or to the late 
transformed cells of Vogt and Dulbecco. 
Stoker and hii!S co -worke r s have al s o studied the Py-induced 
. (67 , 68) 
transformation of a permanent tiaBue culture hne of hamster cells . 
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Infection of this line induces transformed cells which display fully 
neoplastic b e h avior with reEJped to transplantability and tiGsue 
cul ture characteristics . T his "one - step" transformation n0ed not 
be at variance w ith th.e two-step rroceG s proposed by Vogt ancl 
Dulbecco , since i t i :::; quit e poGsib le th at t h e first step had occurred 
spontaneoualy during the period needed to produce a per m anent 
line from freshly explanted tiBsue . (66 ) In addition , Stoker has 
rec ently reported that several cell divicionB occur between infection 
of this line and the appearance i n it of tranoformed c ells . {69 ) 
In conclusion , it can b e Geen that the evento o t:>served after 
infection of either m ouse or hamater cells with P y contrasto with 
t h e situation in cultures of chicken embryo cells infected with H :__ V . 
In the latter case, there ie an i:r'!'Jmediatc n'"lorphological transfor-
m ation of a large fraction of the c ells, and in a matte r of clays , 
virtually the entire c ulture consists of t h ese altered cells . W e h ave 
noted that traneformed F ous cells can t:ransndt virus , or t he ability 
t o p roduc e virus, directly to t h eir progeny w ithout external trans-
m icsion. In addition , P. SV tra.nsforrn ed cells can release virus or 
can be induced to release viruffl. F inally, we may recall th..:: intra-
cytoplasmic s ite of synthesis of vira l antigen and the e low trickle 
of prog eny virus released from infected cells . 
In the case of P y , there appears to be a c omplete distinction 
betw een cells which p roduce virus and transformed cells . The 
• 1. • ' • , . • f t . 1 to 0 propertie ro of the transfor:rnea cells wo~K·ncn ar1se :crorn 1n ec ca cu_ .,u re 
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are m aintained i n the a bsence o :Z iniec t iouo v irus . N evertheless, 
the transformed c ells do show evidence o f a prio r interaction w ith 
the virus i n the form of a new a nd specific transplantation antigen. 
!?i n p.lly , the relative inefficiency of Py i n inducing neoplastic 
transiorrnation should b e pointed out this is shown, on the one hand , 
by th e very small proportion of c e ll s in hamster culture s inf ected 
with very high multiplicities whic h form transform ed colonies, and, 
on the oth er hand, by the extended period b etween. i nfection and the 
overgrowth o f transfor m ed cells in i nfected m ouse }.'lopulations. 
C. P lan o f Thi s Thesis 
I n Part I , experiments m easuring the proportion o f cells that 
yiel d virus a nd of cell s that a r e killed i n freshly i nfected r:10use e mbryo 
cul tu...-es will b e describe d. I t will be shown that, even with very 
high i nputs of virus, it i3 i mpo ssible to con vert all of the cell s i nto 
virus yield er s or to kill all of the cells. ;,Jb:;h the aid o f s pecial antiviral 
tnedia, the ourvivors of a b riei expo;3Ure to virus will b e examined .i n 
tha a bsence of the complications caused by reinfection. I n th i s way , it 
will be shown that tranU~ormed cell s a ppear in the pop ulation only after 
a prolonged exposur:= of the culture to virus . 
In Part Il. a ·J tudy oi the r esponse o f clonal cultllre~» to virus 
infectioa will b e de s crib e d. The m ain purpose o.Z the stud y is to 
deten_line whethe r g0netic 'heterogendty i n the culture plays a r ole i n 
the delayed app earance oi transfor med c e ll G. The propertie s of infected 
a nd u ninfected clonal cultures w ill be examined with respec t to their 
cell m o rphology , 
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their growth pattern, their ability to produce tumor£l upon i mplantation, 
ancl their antigenicity . 
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.t· . Ma"erials 
1. Media 
.For ro"i~tine cuitul'ing of cells and for plaql.le ~Kn:gazB I ~~:agle D s 
Ky1ec:i~ .. u:n(?O) w ith a four -fold increase in the concentration of amino acids 
and containing 10% c<?.lf serum was used. Other modifications of 
Kf;agle D ~:K: 0riginal forr.:n.!la were alao u:Jed: th~y include an increace in 
the ~lucos<:: concentration to 0 . -'!..:5% anc: in the bica rbonc-.te concentration 
to 0 . 37%. ·:K~he parti &l preGeure of Co2 i n ou1· incubators was 
adjusted t o glve a [?~-i of ~1 K -:1 - 7. 6 i~ th.::: ::nedium at thio bicnrbon~te 
concentration . ?or cloning of cells , for roI~tine mai ntenn.nce of cloned 
linea and, in later work, fo:;: p laque aliisayG , two m e di a wer-::: used: 
~- .......... • ":"> '( • c ( 6 ( 71 ) ' tl • T ~ I·~ () y~ne v1as ..... K~KID ... .t' • K:KKK~ -Kt . , w1 1 an J.'< a ... ~ ...... 3 concentration of 0 . 37% and 
with 12 -14% ca.if Gerum a dded . T he o ther (designated ~-=>r:-;TKD1:KF c onsisted 
J: 4w n~ ' '-T 16 (?Z) 4" ·rt. · • ~:· d -· l 1 d ' 4 ~c· lDlK : ·~r -·~1M9 (? 3 ) O!. ' '1;, rv , t. ~<; trJOdl.!.le :..:.,ag e a me 1um , • "'to l-<1... 1 ·~ , 
anci l2 o/., calf s~rum K D"l~he base of r~K:M wae Ear le ' s balanced Galt 
colution<74 ) (with the increased glucoo e a nd bicarbon;o•.te noted above) 
· • £ "" ,. r {? 5 > 111::1teaC! o ,;.:.a_lne . F or dispersal and subc u lture of c e ll s , 0 . 05&/ , 
trypein dissolved in tris buffered saline (53 ) without divalent cation a 
·wa.o used. Tris buffered caline (TDS) was uoe·' a s a <lilt1ent for virus 
and to wash p lates b efore virus infection. 
2 . ·c "'"· ·. trus 
Py wao originally obt ained fr om Dr. R owe of the .National 
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Institutes of ~fealth K '.i.'his r.: tra in of vi:;.·us will be referred to as iarge 
plnque {lp) viras or, mo:;:oc f:-:equeatly , sirnply c:to ?y. In sev e ral 
experin:;ents two other strains o f vi:ru:J were used: the small p laque 
( ) t ,, . 1 t .. . . ' . 1 b ' ( 52 ) r1 th " 1 ~ . { 6 8 ) sp 1:nu an.:, 1so a ·eu 1n t n.:t o a o ratory an~ e: !:-' o stra 1n 
w hici:1 was :::ent to us by P roie:.eior :111. .:;toker of the Institute of 
Virolorgy. Glasgow . The latte r strain is e. e;r.nall p laque forrr.ing 
variant of the cforonto s train c.f ~"KKKKIv · 
Virus p r epared by three different r~• ethodo war; used: (1) 
:Cissuc culture vi.rua WeJ.o t he supernant mediu:~n of i!'..icctcd n10use 
., 
embryo cultures. Thece stocks g e n era lly ccnt:<'l.ined 2 t o 10 x 10' 
plaque fortxling uni~s {pfu) per cc; (2) O ccasionally , ti ssue culture 
virus w a e conce~1trated and partially pu:dfied by two cycleo of 
adsorption t o anci elution from euinea pig erythxocytes; (3) In some 
experiments, c oncentrate G. and purified viruo prepared acc ording to 
the method of Vlinocom.J76 ) was ue;ed . 
Virus stockG were generally stored in a cJeep free:&e a·l: -20° C . 
3. ~cCt!?tor destroying e nzyme Em af!~ F 
F DE , ~n enzyme which dest!"oys the receptor sites for P y(??) 
(c:md other hcr::agGluti::la.tine viruses) on the surface of eryt:.uocytes , 
WiHJ o btained as a lyophilized p owder frm-n Dehringwerke PG. The 
powder , supplied i n Geru;.n bottles, w ao dissolved i n 2 . 5 c c T B S I l K l~;s 
cac1
2 
and stored , for up to one month, i n the refrigerator . 
used, R DZ weH; addK~d directly to t h e cult ure medium. R a~-:; concen -
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tra.tiono will be expreo oed as the reciprocal of di lution.:; from t he 
original solution . The preparations ofF DE obtained from Behring -
wcrke were effective in inhibiting the agglutination of guinea pig 
erythrocy~es by Py. at a concentration of 0, 002 units under conditions 
similLl.r to those described by E'mrnet: and Stone. ("IS) 
4 . l;,ntivirus serum E1~pF 
1wo rabbito , No . 1 and !'-To . 2 , were given two series of one 
intravenous followed by two subcutaneou~:~ inj ections of virus • over 
the course of two month&. 7 ive -tenths to 1. 0 cc of a virus stock 
titerin.g 5 x 108 pfu / cc , prepared by a d s o rption to and elution from 
guinea pi g erythrocytes . w a !8 acim inh::tered at each injection . :Blood 
wae: collected by h eart punctur e 10 days after the last i n j ecti on. 
E loocl wa.e collected once rno:re fron~ these rabbits after another series 
of three intravenouc injections spaced at intervals of three to five days. 
In the later series of injcc:tionl!'l, 0 . 5 cc of purified "empty shells'pb , 79 ) 
at a concen tration of 5 x 10 5 hemagglutinating (I-LA) units was used as 
antigen . 
The sera thus obtained were a bsorbed with 2 to 8 x 10
7 
m ouse 
e n1bryo cello per cc of serum . Sera obtained from the second bleeding 
were aleo absorbed with 5 x 10 7 ce l l:J / cc of a Py induced tumor . * After 
a b oorption, the sera w e re heat ed at 56°C for one half hour, centrifugel'. 
* This tumor • designated S.ESF , was tJent to us by Dr • .'H . 0 . Sjogren. 
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to remove cell debris , and sterilized by f iltration through a millipore 
filter. The sterile sera were distributed into tubes a nd Dtored e.t 
.,cor 
- ._ "-· . Hcrn agglutination in."libition UTi) tests performed on these 
b t h t h d .r T> <· 1 (SO} ~~f · · 1. sera. y ... e me o o ... .r. -. owe , e .. a . gave KtK~ tltcrs 1n tne range of 
1:40, 000 to 1:100, 000 . 
When the cer urn wao used f:o treat cells . the calf s e rum whic h 
is incorporated into our tissue cultut·e media wa~ heated at. 56 ° C fo r 
one - half hour in order to destroy complement. .P S conc en'i:r ations 
will be expressed ao the reciprocal of dilutionc . 
B . Methods 
1. Primary mouGe c~mbryo cultures 
M ouse embryo cells were obtained from 12 to 14 day old 
e;nbryoG of nonin.brcd ~Pwioa or Py free Ah-:.;n ntrain m ice* according 
to the method of :Culbecco and Freeman. (4 l) G ener a ll y , the d:i. a-
agg regated cells of one embryo would be e'.:planted on one or two 100 mrn 
polystyrene pe'i:ri dishes (obtained £rom Falcon P laatics) in l:agle 1 8 
m edium . Ce lla irom thes e primary cultures were subcultured ~ to 6 
days later , generally on 65 mm petri dis}les . 
Z . Virus titration 
Plaque assayo were performed according to . the method of 
Dulbecco and i"r eeman(4 l) c>,cept that a one and one-half hour 
* 'i'h\3SJe mice w e re kindly Bent to us by Dr . H . 0 . Sjo gren from the colony 
of Dr. G . ~{l ein at the lnBtitute for Tumor B iology, i.::. tockholm , : . K- ~gK .y 
were kept and bred in a r~::stric:ted roorn on a different floor fror::; th.;:: 
laboratory where virus el!:perimento were pe:r.forr.ned . E ern ngglutin a tion 
inhibition tevts (see below) were regular l y performed on ra.ncio::-.r:ly 
selected •nice irom t he colony• but no mouse with a flositi v e s e rum _ 
(accor d ing to the c r iteria of Sjogren and H ing er t z( 8 ) w a s e v e r fou n d . 
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a.dsot·ption period wao used . If thE: infected cells were to be used 
subsequently for cloning or for an infective c enter assay, the 
cultures w ere was hed before infection with P .Slv!, and the virus w a s 
diluted i n P .:>:M . Otherwise , TDG was usually used for these s tep s . 
H emagglutinations v7ere performed a ccording to the method of 
'n t 1 (GO) Th . 1 • th h. h t d . 1 ' • . 
.t'i. OWe , e • a • e rec1proca o :t e • 1g es 1 utlon snow 1ng 
!,)ositive agglutination was tal·en as t he concentration of that virus 
stock in H i '- unit£: . 
3 . Determination of total virus yield 
In order to determine the total virus c ontent of an i nfected 
c ultur e , it was necessary to aaoay the virus present in t he supernatant 
medium and t h e virus acsociated with the cella . ...he latter virue 
fraction ~- which consists of virus adsorbed to the cell surface and 
viruo present inside the cell -- iD known as cell asoociated virus ( C .A V ). 
!t wao measured by removing the cells from the petri dish wit h a 
policeman, diarupting t hem by three c ycles of rapid freeze - thawing, 
and assaying the l ysed celle for plaque forrnero or for hemagg lutinin . 
The supernatant m e dium , of course , coul d be aosayed directly. 
in o::·der to determine virus produc t ion in an infected culture 
after a cinglc cycle of virus growth, i ts total virus content wao 
m eaaured at 40 to 44: h.ours a f ter i nfection. This procedure is justified 
b y the data .of \V inocour a nd Sachs('l3) which show that the latent period 
for P y in mouae C€!llS ic 22 to 24 houre; . 
4 . Cell clm1i n g 
a) Feede r layers. :£0'eede:t" layers o f secondary or te r tiary 
mouse en~br yyKK; cells were prepared afj follows: .F. dose of 5000 r wa s 
ctdministered to a c eli suspens i on i n 5 cc of medium in a petri dioh . * 
The irradiated c ells w e re sedimented, resuspended in fresh m edium , 
c o unted, and 5 x 10 5 c ells w e r e plated per 65 m rn petri d i sh . Special 
precauti ons were taken t o eliminate clumpta fr o m t he suspension as 
described below. 
b ) C loning . One to two days afte? pla ting , t..he medium -.vas 
rernoved f r om the ieeder layerlj and 2 c c of PEM or CMP L -1066 were 
added. The suspension o f cells to be cloned wc>.G added in a emall 
volume o £ m edium an.d t he p lates were incubated f oT 8 to 12 hours to 
allow cell attachment. 
The following precautions were t a ken to avoid p latin[; c lumps: 
the sut:,;pensions were e.llow ed to s tand in a centrifuge tube for 5 minutes , 
and the top lay~1· w a s removed and placed in a paraffin coated tt;;.be . 
':i' he c.z:lls were c ounted uei.ng a technique wl'lica allowed the proportion 
of clumps to b e determ ined. A m i n i m um of 200 cella waG c ount ed. 
The number of clumpe largr;!r than 4 cells was always les o than 0. 5o/o . 
,t. variable number of cells , generally les:;; than llo/~ were in clum ps of 
2-4 ce1l3 . On occadion~ the cellr. to b e cloned wer:a adcied t o the feeder 
i':- T h e physical factors were 0 . 38 mm .Al filtration , 50 lD~smK 30 :MA, 
S . 7 e m target to sample distance , !vla.chl ett o:::;G 60 tub e with a 
b eryllium window , and a dose rat e of 2500 r / min. 
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plai:t:0 with a micropipette . G enerally, only one cell wao added to 
e ac!: t:>late i n l;;.le:se caa,:;:s . The single c e ll wafl pi cked from a cell 
suorJencicn under the ciicsecting microscope . 
!-iter the cellc had attached to t he feeder p late , a m o lten 
solution. of 0 . 69, agar in ? ::~M or CMR L was added directly to the 2 cc 
of medium alreo.dy on the p late . ::Tour days later , 3 cc of liquid cloning 
medium was added and c~t the Sth to lOth day after plating , the agar was 
po ured off and 5 cc o£ fresh medium wao a dded . 
c) Pi c:.dng clor;.e o • One day after the agar was poured off, 
tr1e colonies were cou..""lted a nd theh position marked . 3everal control 
plates which received no cells were ahn-.ys counted to check the 
efficiency of the i rradiation . ClonirK~Kg efficiencies o f 7 to 20% were 
routine ly obtaine d V"Jith mcmee e mbryo ~gecondary cella . 
On p lates with four o r fewer well-separnted colonies , as m any 
ns three migh~ be picked l:'.nd transferred to a new p l ate with a feeder 
layer prepared as noted nbove . 'J.'he clones were pick ed u sing t he 
following procedure: The medium was removed from the p late and a 
glass cylinder, lO mm in dinmet er , wo.G affixed around the colony with 
"1" ( 8 z) ..,.. . dd d d ft t f th sterile s1 1cone grease . .!. rypfnn wa6 a e , an , a er mos o e 
cell(; had detached , t hey were transferred to the fresh p late with a 
p as t e ur pipette . ..:.' he feeding routine for t hese oecondary p lates was 
t~Dle same as fm.· the prin121.ry pla.te:s. ':ten days to two weeks later , rrw6t 
.;,£the clones could be trannfc:rred without a feeder lay er . G e ne r ally , 
subcultivation codd be attempted fr om ~ t o 6 weeks after the ori ginal 
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cloning . Overall , about 60% of the clones that were p i cked gave rise 
to continually growing cultures; most cf thocc that did not showed no 
cirowth at the -first transfc.- . 
5. :Doutine culture methode 
In view of the l··nown danger of crosCJ contamination of cell lines 
carried in t he same laboratory (eJee reference 82 , for instance) , it 
may be well to give a b :def a c count of the methode used for cultivation 
of these cells . ~::very two to three days , pletes of each line were 
scanned unde1· the inverted microscope , and it was decided whether 
the plate s!"lould be transferred or fluid changed. Generally, plates 
were transferred wh.::n the cell sheet nea?:ed confluenc y . Only a 
fraction of the cell population \:"JaG used t o reseed new petri dishes . 
Since t he growth rate of :rnany cell lines fallc; off rathe1· sharply at 
suboptir.i"-.1 cell den~itieaI (S4 ) several plateo were initiateC. at different 
cell densities at each t rande:r. '.:.'he plate containing the minimum 
cell nm.1:1ber judged adequate to mai n.t ain the maximal g rowth rate wa& 
selected for t h e followir..g transfer. 
_f\ fter t..l-J.e plates we:o:-e scanned, medi a and t rypsin solution 
were disCributed in tubes , one for each cult ure , in a secti on of the 
laboratory where no virue work was performed. 1> 11 lines were fluid 
changed and transferred i n the virus s e ction , but no virus i nfe cted 
material was introduced into the working area before u n i nfected cells 
w ere t rar.ofe rrcd. No instance of virus contaminati on was ever 
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detected. It is impoasible 'i:o Tule out contaminati on of one c ell l ine 
with another by chromooom e cytology since ali the c ultures derived 
frorn r.nouse tisoue. i: -:iowev~r I when ever any suspicion of contamination 
arose -- that a pipette w as not changed , for instance - ~ the lineo 
c oncerned were irn:o.:..1ediately diocarded . 
6. Overall growth curves 
T hese c urves(S2.) describe the net i ncrease in c ell mas of 
cultures which are being transferred at regular intervals as o function 
of tim e . When a confluent c ultu re io t ransferr e d , generally only a 
fraction o f the total cell population is used t o seed the new plate (see 
5 above). T he net increas~ in cell mas s i n the interv a l e between 
transfers is set equal to the reciprocal of thi s fraction. If the c e llo 
are always maintain0d under optimal growt h conditions , and if t!1ere 
is no long lag period after transfer , the e l ope of the o·..-erall growth 
curve will closely :reflect the a v eraee generati on time of the cells . 
7 . Implantation teGto 
Occaaionally , cultures de r ived from A/ Sn ernbryoa were tested 
for their tumor- inducing potential by implan t ation int o i rradiated and 
* unirradiated p, strain mice . P c onfluent but not o v er crowded plate o f 
the culture to be tested w a.e trypsi nized, centrifuged and resuspended 
~ Most of the mice used for the implant?ti on teat wer e i rradiate d w i th 
a whole - body dose of 425 r . The phy sical fac t o rs wer e : 1 rnm Al 
fi l tration , 2.50 :KV , 15 IV'.J· , and a close rate of 12. 5 r I min. 
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in 0 . 1 - 0 . 2 cc of 'rEG. C:eH c ounts were not routinely made , but by 
experience it is known that fron1 2 t o 6 million ceils can be recov ered 
from auch cultures. The volume of the centrifuged cell suBpe n e i on 
wag always chedted , anci if a.ny doubt existed about the cell number. 
a coun t was m a d e . !.ny e xceos over 6 m illion cells was discarded 
and fewer than l. 5 m illion cells were n ot injected. T he cells were 
injected subcutaneously along t he fl a.P..k and the m i c e were regular l y 
obser veci for at leal!l t 3 m onths after injection. ./1 mouse was judged 
·-~ 
positive if a tumor arose at the site of i mplantation within 10 weeks o f 
injection and grew to the size of a walnut (or killed the mouse before i t 
did) . Several of the tumors r esulting from the injection of P y -infe c ted 
transfor rr.e d cell s '"ere sent to a lab oratory for examination . Dr . 
Dennis Shillam of the Pasadena Clinica l Laboratory found that 5 out 
of 5 of these tumors coul d be diagnosed as chondrosarcomas of 
s u b cutaneous tis sues . 
8 . Detec tion of the P y specific antigen 
The mice t o be used were selected from cages containing no 
rnore than aboui five litters, of age one to two months . Half of these 
mice we~ce injected subcutaneously w ith P y. Generally three injections 
o f 0. 1 cc of purified virus containing 5 x 10 8 pfu / cc in TBS were 
administt~ red at weekly intervals. P..t the time of the third injection, 
the control mice wer e given a !'lingle injection of 0.1 cc of T B S . T he 
cell s to be t eo ted for the antig en were diaper s:ed by trypsin , centri -
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iuged and rer;uspended in T:3S . One tenth c c of buffer containing a 
known number of cells waa injected subcutaneously into the virus-
infected and virus free groups of mice . In most cases , t hr ee different 
doS• !C of cells were employed. 
The m ice were observed at four to seven day intervals !or 
the two r::1onths following the cell injection. Developing tumors were 
measu red with calipero and the m ean of t\'iiO r..neasurements was 
reported as the average tumor diameter . 
9 . Cell fr e ezing 
T he cello to be fro?.. en were suspended in a tube containing 3 
t o 4 cc oi m edium pluo 6 to a·~c sterile glycerol. T he tubes were placed 
in a n alcoh o l bath a t 5°C and the temperature was lowered by a 
programm ed t emper ature controller obtaine d from Conalco , 1":. Y . at 
a rate of 1°C min . to - 30°C . T hereafter, the temperature was 
allowed to fall at an uncontr olled rat e to the sublimation point o f co2 . 
The cells were s tored in a freezer at th.i e temperature . 
0 T he cells were t h awed rapidly in a water bat h at 37 C , and the 
c ontentn of t h e thawed tubes were immedi a tely poured onto petri dishes . 
:.:;qual volum es of f :re s h m edium wer e slowly added and the plat~ s were 
then place d in the incubator . They were generally fluid chang ed after 
1 or 2 days. C ell recovery by this technique is somewhat variable --
it l'angeo from 10% to 90%. If, when the c ell:3 were first fluid changed, 
a oub eta.ntial number had not attached, the old supernatant medi mn was 
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centrifuged and the sedimented cells were resuspended in fresh 
medium and added back to the plate . 
10 . Antiviral medium 
In scverz,l of the e>::perimento to be described later , ? y -infected 
cells were treated with medium con taining antivi rus serum and :r: D E 
(.AS and P D_!: treatment) . 1lle function of the ant iserum was to in-
activate virus which was fr ee in the medium (free virus) and virus 
which was superficially associ ated with tbe cells (superficially adsorbed 
virus) . R DE , by destroying the receptors for v i rus adsorption, 
converts virus which is associated with c ells to free virus(SS) and also 
... 
prevents the infection of uniniected cells . We shall summarize 
several experiments performed to a.cses& the efficiency of .AS and F. D .=: 
treatr!"lent in performing i ts functi ons . 
a) Inactivation of free virus . T he m u ltiplicity curveG(Sb) for 
the two antivirus sera we have used have been presented in F ig . 1 . 
In the:;e experi ment s , v ariouo diluti ons of serum w ere added to aliquots 
of a tia sue cult ure etoclc of virus at a. concentration of 5 x 10 7 pfu/ml. 
This mixture was incubated at 37 ° for two hour o, then diluted and 
plated for plaques . This incubation time should be long enough t o allow 
the inactivation reaction to g o to completion . 
These reoults indicate that at the serum concentrations used, 
and at the virus concentrations we ohall encounter . we can expect to 
1 he use of P D:S to prevent reinfe c tion wall originally suggested to the 
author by .Mr . Michael Fri ed. 
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Yi'i gurc 1 . :i·.ful.ti;?licity of k~g:utrnli~atiMn Cur ves fox .Pntipolyoma 
.:era . 
'\Yarious dilutionr.: of sera s~ere added to aliqaote cf a P y 
atock containing 5 ~: 107 pfu/cc. The mixtures were incubated at 
37° for t\.vo hours , then diluted and p lated for plaques . 
a) K~ntise~um from rabbi\: l\·o . 1 . 
b) I ntiserum from rabbit No . 2. (Note that the sce.le of the 































neutralize at leaot 99% of the free virus . 
b) Inactivation of superficinlly adsor bed virus . Confluent 
monolayere We'L'e infected with high concentrations of viruG . p,f t er 
adsorption, t h e rnonolayers were extensi ve ly washed to remove loosely 
bound virus . Nutrient :r..• edium containing high concentrations of .AS and 
!· 
F. DE was added to one eeriea of plates . and medium without AS and R DE 
was added Co a control eerie a . The cell sheets were washed and dis -
perE>cd by tr)'-psin before any progeny viJ.·us had appeared, disrupted 
by free~e -thawing , and assayed for their virus content . It was iound 
that 80 -9 0% of the superficially adsorbed virus could be eliminated by 
] ,;;_: and F. IJ: . ..C tr~atment K 
c) :::.:-.rotection of cella frorn i nfe::tion. C onfluent plates of 
mouse embryo cells were treated with R D.!..': for five houre . then washed , 
in.fcctec and observed for plaqu c. The resulto (Table 1) show that 
80 to 95°;:. o! the in:fcctible c ells be c z.me i' esiotant to i nfecti on at R Dl!: 
concentrations of 0 . 004. t o 0 . 02 units . In another experiment. at an 
I\ DE: concentration of 0 . 006 units , the nu:.nbe1· of plaqueG after one hour 
of pretreatm ent was 15t;:S, anci after seven hours of pretreatment it was 
10% that of an untreated c ontrol. 
'l'hia reduction in cell infectibility was probably not due to some 
genera::. deleterioua effect of r~ DiC for the following reasons: {1) '.fhe 
plaque size on F Dt; treated plates w a s t:he same as the plaque size on 
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T able 1 . P DE Treatment of Mouse E mbryo Cells 
Various dilutions of R D E in E agle ' s medium containing lOo/o 
calf serum w ere added to confluent monolayers of mouse embryo 
cells . F ive hours later , the medium was removed , t h e plates w ashed 
once w ith T BS , and the monolayers used for plaque assay in the usual 
manner . Three plates were used fo r each R DE dilution . No reduction 
in plaque size was noted when the plates were read . 
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T abl e 1 
Dilution of F DE 1:10 1:50 1:250 1:6250 l:oo 
.Average plaque 0 . 04 0 . 05 0 . 21 0.53 1. 00 
number as a fraction 
of the untreated 
control 
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untreated plates a n d (2) cloni ng experiments performed i n the 
presence and a bsence of R D E show that R DE does not low er the 
cloning efficiency of mouse cells . 
C . G los sary of Descriptive Te rms 
1. De s criptive terms 
a) Ce ll morphology and cell orientation . Mouse embryo 
cells whi ch have been fresh ly explanted f r om the animal ( F i g . 2c and 
d ) h ave a rather b road , flat , irregular shape . The y appear ~ 
• r efractile when viewed with n on-phase contras t optics . The cells 
t e nd to grow s ide by s ide when the cultures near confluency: this will 
be denoted as an oriented or parallel configuration. 
Cells from cultures infected w ith Py ( F ig . 2a and b ) frequently 
have a rather elo ngate d and generally triangular shape . T hey a ppear 
refractile under non - phase optics . The cells tend to lie across one 
a nother in a netlik e array when the c ultures near confluency: this wi ll 
be called a random or netlike configuration . Cells from such culture s 
w ill be said to h a ·v e transformed morphology . 
b ) Growt h patte rn. If a cultur e remains flat and two 
dimensional after it has been conflue nt for at least a week, it w ill be 
said to have a regulated g rowth pattern. If, on the other hand , it 
* R efractility refe r s to the property of some cells of acting as lenses . 
These cells appear light , and then dark , as one focuses through them 
with a micros cope , and t hei r edges are sharply outlined. 
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F i g ure 2. . C ell Morphology a nd Cell Orientation in P y T ransformed 
Cultures and in F r e s h ly Isolate d Mouse E mbry o Cultures . 
(a) T ransfor med Culture . P hase con trast, x 90 . 
(b) Transformed Culture. P hase contrast, x 150. 
(c) F reshly isolated, uninfected culture. P hase contrast. 
X 90. 
(d) F resh ly isolated , uninfect e d cultu r e . P hase contrast , 
X 150. 
T he t ypical cris3-croas cGll orientation a nd sha rpl y clefined cell 
s hape oi the transfo rmed cells cont r a s t s with the parallel c e ll 
orh:::.t:c:.tion and rather ill-defined cell sha pe seen in ·che freshly 






displays areas where cells are proliferating on top of t he monolayer , 
i t w ill be said to h ave a non-regulated or m ultilayered (ML) growth 
pattern. (See Fig . 3 for exampl es ). Cells with tr a nsformed 
morphology invariably h ave a non-regulated grow t h pattern. 
c. Colonial m o rphology. Cells from freshly explanted 
cultures form colonies in which the cells g r ow strictly in two 
dimension s . Such colonies will b e descri bed as flat or regulated. 
Cells f rom transformed cultures frequently form colonies w ith t h ick , 
multilayered ctnters. Unlike .fla t colonies , these colonies are visible 
to the naked eye , without staining, by e i ght days after p l ating. They 
will be refer r ed to as dens e colonies. Two illustrations of a flat 
colony next to a dense colony are given in F i gure 4 . 
2 . P bbreviations 
F. NP , ribonucleic acid; DNA , deoxyribonucleic acid; P y, 
polyoma virus; .RSV, Rous sarcoma virus; .f\S , antiserum; P DE , 
receptor destroying enzyme; C.AV, cell associated vi r us; MOl, 
multiplicity of infec tion; IC , infective center; ML, multilayered; 
pfu , plaque forming unit , 
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F igure 3. MicrophQtographs of Areas of ML Growth Appearing 
in Confluent Cultures. 
(a) Unstained, x 20. 
(b) Unsta ined, x 60. 
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r:--ig;ure 4. Microphotographs o[ D e nse C olonies a nd F'lat Coloni es. 
S tained with M ethylene B lue. x ~M K 
(a) The dense clone is at the left of the photograph, a nd the 
flat clone to the right . 
(b) The den se clone is at the top of the photograph, and tho 
flat clone toward the botton-J . 
(c) The dense clone is at the top oi t he photograph, and the 









p. . Virus Multipli cc:tio~~d ·~:en :::~ illine_ 
It was noteci i n elc Introduction t hat n;ous e embryo culturee 
show n. hetero geneous re8fono e to infection with I''y: some cells 
degenerate o.nd ot-~lers survive ~aKnd continue to divide . E~uantitative 
information c oncerning t?:1ia phenomenon i s , however , lacl-;.ing . 
:-:zfgeriment~ were therefore undertaken to de t crrr.ine t he mode of 
v i rus relen.ce , the proportion of cells yielding vi r u3 and ~he proper-
tion of cello ldlled aft er e::pooure o:f c ultures to known con centr ations 
of 'n rue. 
1 . ~ie ee o£ viruG rel ea9e 
':hie; w as studied in sin~~le c ell yield experi mente carried O"tt.t 
by a x:--ethod s i milar t o that described by Lwoff, et . ~K1K ( B? ) ~ .. ing!.e 
cellf] obtained by trypainizati•:m he•:.!'. infe c t ed cultureo were tr a nsferred 
under the dioBecting rr.icrof.iC.:>()e to !'lrr.all volumes of nutrient ;::-.ediur-.n . 
The medium contained , ao fe.::derB , Py-iro.nt:lformed hamste r celis 
incapable of a upporting viruc, g row t h . .After several dayd incubation 
thP. rr.edium was assayed for viruo. 
The results of three single cell yi.:ld experiments are s um-
marized in T able 2 . In experiment (1), a c ulture 'I;) as infected w ith 
?y at co. virus: ccll l"atio of 100 pfu/ce ll; t.iingle cells were isol::tted before 
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T able 2 . Analysis of Virus Yie lds from Single Cells . 
Single cells were isolated from infected cultures and tested 
for virus production as cieocribed below . 
. S xperim ent ( 1 }. .f, conflu~nt monolayer of mouce embryo 
sec ondary cells w as infecte c; a t an input virus:ce ll ratio of lOO pfuicclJ.. 
F iftee n hours a f ter infection, einclc cella were transferred to plastic 
tubes con~ainin~ 0 . 5 cc of medium "S'hich ha.d been preseeded with 
5 - 10 :.: 103 ::>y tra.nsforrr.ed h a mst e r cells . Seventy two houre after 
infection, t :1e tubes were free:Le - thawccl three t i mea, and the contents 
a s sayed for virus . 
:..:;xperir.1ent v ( 2) and (3 ). ':'no monolayer a of mouee embryo 
c e lls were each infe cted at an input viruo :cell ratio of 1 pfu/ce ll. ;'t 
three and five da.ys after inf e c tion , respectively, single c ells were 
isolate d in cmall d rops of mecli um( B?) which h a d been preaeeded with 
50 - 10') irradiated ?y-t ransformed hamste r cells . Three days afte r 
isol ation, th e m edium oi the drops w a s collected and fresh medium was 
added. Six days after isolt>.tion, the m edium was collected a gain , 
pool ed with t ?.• c previ ous; collection and the virus c ontent of the drops 
Not e(]): 
Not:::{ 9; 
T he fi a;ure denotes the number of cells producing t he indicated 
amount of viruo . 
.A s a mple of the infected c ell suspension containing at lea s t: 
5 x 105 celis wae plated on a p etri dish . The virus production 
of these cells ·was dcterminec.l a fter 46 (eKperiment 1) a nd 2.4 
ye-:tp~rimeny:z 2 and 3) hours o f incubation . 
:kote~: 
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Single infected cells were placed i n 0 . 5 cc of medium at the 
beginning of the experiment and i mmediately disrupted by 
freeze-thawing . l'\ 0 . 1 cc sample of this fluid was assayed for 
C./IV. 
Note@: Thio figure denote::: the number o:f sample containing the 
h'lciicated quantity of virus . 
Note@ P ooled resultG of experim ents (2.) and (3 ). 
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<:>.ny progeny viruo had appeared . .A bout 13 % of the cells released 
viruo (column 2) w ith an aver age yield of about 700 p fu per producing 
c ell (column 4) . 
In e xperimento (2) ~nd (3) , cultures were infected at virus:celi. 
ratioEl of 1 pfu/ cell. C ello were taken f:rom th~ at three and five clays 
after infection, recpectively , i.e .• af\:er several cycles of vi:rus 
gro;·,th h<.>.d already o ccurred . In tneoe e:.:perimentc . about S t;":; of the 
cells released virus (column 2) with an average yield per producing 
cell of 565 ~fu (column 4 ). 
T hese e:;.cperim e n ts w ere controlled in several ways: ( 1) 1 he 
c ell as socia~ed virus ( CJ\ V ) carried over from the infecting virus wao 
deter~K1ined by acoaying a kno w n number of the trypsinized c eils 
d isrupted by freeze -thawing . 1' s s ;;-.en from a comparison of columna 
fiv~ and e i ght (Te>.Me 2.) , Cl .. V wao about l/20th of the virus produced 
hy the cells and therefor e did n o t obscure the study of viru~ production. 
'.:his i e al~o ahown in e::pel"imente (2) and (3) by t h e fac t that t h e 
diGtr i bution of Cl\ V (column 7 ) is quite unlike t he distribution of pfu 
p::-oduc ed per cell. (2/ T o check w h ether virus production w a s de-
pre seed in ioolated c e ll s . the virus yidd or infected cello kept in 
111nass culture" - - i.e. , a.t a cell density of greater than 5 x 105 c ells 
per p late -- w as de t ermi ned. 1\. comparison of columnr; 6 and 5 
('.':'able 2} GhOW fJ th at t h e virus yield of isolated Cell s Wil.6 54 to UM~:1 
that of c ells in m ass c u ltures . T herefore , i solation of the cell di d 
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not r.;oarkedl y d~press the virus yield . 
The principal conclusions i o be drawn from these single -cell 
elq~erimentP i s that the major proportion of virus produc tion in 
free:;hly infec ted and in steady state culture s of mouse <!mbryo cells 
occurs in large ylelds pro duced by a few cello . Thus the mode of 
virus release in these C'l.l.ltureo io eiimilar to thai observed by Dulbecco 
d .. , t( 52 , 53) 0 1 f 0 l o f d n ~ , an \1 og 1n cu tureo o perl!llotent y 1n e c te .r y-transrcrmea 
mouse cells . 
2. ':'he relat ionnhip between the proportion of cellr. producing viruo 
and the mul tiplicity of infection 
The re3ults of the previous oection blho~ that only a email 
proportion of the cells of steady state or of freshly infected cultures 
were viruo yielderG even ";hen the input virus :celi ratios were high. 
'fhc reasons for the high proportion of non - yie l ding cello were further 
inveotigated by using t he infective center (IC ) technique . 
'Ihc plan of the e~periments waa Gimilar to that employed by 
·oI~iinocour and E-:acilo . (4-3 ) Coafluent monol ayer a of rnouGe embryo 
secondary cells were infected wH:h varioua concentrations ol purifi ed 
virus under conditions identical to tl"!o a e used in the plaque ao~ayK 
'J. he average inpu t m;1ltiplicity of infection (MOl or simpl-y :nulti?licity) 
was therefor e given by t.lte ratio of the virus input expreooed in pfu1 s 
to the number of cells on a confluent plate . i ' 'c times ranging from five 
tc.l twenty hour::> aft er infec tion , t he cells we:re dispersed with trypsin , 
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counted . di luted and plated in ltnown numbers on plaque assay 
cultures ( -~y"inocour and S' chs (43 ), Met~1od .l ) • 
In experi ments of thin type w ith ?y the large amo unt of C.P.. V 
repreEents a g rave danger since by desorption it can give rise to 
spurious "infective centers " . In order to decrease this danger , the 
infected m onolayers were~ wash ed several t i mes and t reated with 
I· S and f' D'..'C . CP. V w as furth ermore dete>.·rnined in each experiment 
by measuring the amount of virus reh:ased from aliquots of the 
infected cells by freezc - thav:ing . In all experiments with multiplicities 
of lens than 100 pfu/cell , ~he residual C.J\ V was less than OR DDi~ of the 
nun1ber of infective centers . .lllt multiplicities o f more than 100 pfu/ cell, 
howev er , the amount of CP V was so large as to preclude meaningful 
infective center expe:dn:ent s . 
T!1c expectation in these e ·xperim ents is the following. If the 
cell population is homogeneous w ith regard t o the probability that n. 
t h.e proportion of virus yielding cell~ is given by the zero term of the 
I-'oi s son distribution. 
-!•i1C1 
P roportion of ! C = 1 - e . 
It MOI ~ 0.1 pfu/ cell , thi o equation reduce s to: 
Proportion of IC ~ !-,101. 
The resulto obtaine d e.re not i n complete at;reement '''ith this 
expectn.tion. "fhe type of deviation from expectation is &h own by .:;'i g . 5 
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;r i gurc 5 . gK-h~ F elationohip B etween the Multiplicity of Infection 
and t !le i?r oportion oi Inf e ctive Center a . 
Mouse emb:·yo secondary cuh:t."..rer; were i nfected with aerial 
dilutiono of a. purified Py otock ;:.o descri bed in t h e t ext and in ·:::K~able 
3 , experim e nt PIC - 11. .f. S and r ~I : were added a C concentrati ons of 
0 . 02 and 0 . 01 unito, reepcctively, at four houro after infectio~1K 'i.he 
cdlc were ?loted for infective centers a t slx h ours after infection . 
~<ln aliquot of each infected cell sucpe1-:.sion containing 2 . 0 j{ 106 cellr; 
was plated on a p e t :ri dish , anG the tote:.l virus yield frorc-: theoe cella 

























































































































































whi c h reproduces t he ::-e nu!te o f on~ C;Xte::&eive expe:dm ent E Kpxperi~nent 
PIC -·ll). J.S .. a MCI of 0 . l pfu/ c ci. l ot' le ::; s , the results are in a greement 
with exp~ctntion ; they dcvi<:tte at ~li~her multiplicit1cfl bec ause the 
proportion of infec·l:iv<:: centers ifl J.cwer than expected . p~milar c on -
cluoions c an be d .:;:duced from the relationsnip cf total virus yield to 
n ultiplicity. This d~viationK r.ugrests an inhomogeneity of the [>Opulation 
·K:~ith reepect to the probability of giving riee to infective centers when 
e xposed to viru::3 . 
T he relationi!hip bet-...veem the !-K·~M1 and the proportion of infective 
centers was t h erefor e investig ated in d e tai l at multip licit:ieo aoove 
1 pfu/c311 . Table 3 and F ig . 6 g ive tl:;,e results o f severa l experiments 
of this type. These results confirm t hat in a fraction o f the c-::11 
~;opu!oKticn (the 1·esicta.n£ fraction) , t:'le probability of g iving rise to 
an inf~ctive ccnte:;:- afte r exposure to vi:;:-us is lower t ilc.a the ave::cage 
over t .. 1e whol e ;,Jopu la.tion . The oize of the resi r; t a nt f r cction vari ed 
bn~c~ of oc cond ary cultu:a:es. ':'he resistance io not absolute since 
reoic,tn.nt cello c ould b e c0nverted to iafective cells by incr. easing t :'le 
vi ruG input , as r:;hown i n .:fig. 6 . It can a l so b <! seen (I::xperim er..t 
'":IC- 19, T able 3) t h at in one experilc1ent an spli ne of ;_-:J y was not 
appreciably more eff<:;ctive than the st2.nclard lp line in converting 
r~siatant cello t o viru8 yieltlcrt~ in contras t to what hau been previously 
( 88) . . 1 '1" . 1 d t sugges ted . F ur thet· e>:perurJen t a t lon, lowevt~r I Wl 1 oe neeae o 
coniirrr. this !,)Oint . 
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Table 3. The Relation B etween MOl and o/o I. C . at Mll ~ 1. 
M ouse e mbryo cells were infected as described in the text. 
P.S and F DE at concentrations of 0. 02 and 0. Ol units. respectively. 
were added to the culture medium at the indicated times . .At the end 
of the treatment p eriod. the cells were plated for infective centers. 
Note Q): The o/o I C figure i s uncorrected for the amount of CA V . The 
CP. V figure is g iven as a p ercentage of the proportion of 
infective centers . 
Note Q;): .1- purified stock of sp virus was used at the indicated 
multiplicity in experiment C l C -19. 
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Table 3 
Experiment MOl %I. c . CAV o/ol.C . Use of AS and R DE 
(corrected Duration of treatment 
for CP..V ) (hr s . after infection) 
F rom To 
C IC-8 2.5 4 (!) zCD 4 3 6 
CIC -1 0 80 20 20 16 2-1/2 10 
8 8 8 7 
CIC - 11 50 25 2 5 19 2 - l/2 10 
5 10 10 9 
PIC-3 10 15 8 14 1-1/2 20 
CIC -19 50 43 2 42 1 - 1/2 6 
10{sp)@ 20 2 20 
PIC - 10 10 26 3 25 1 -1/2 5 
10 18 3 17 3-1/2 5 
10 35 15 30 
CIC - 21 20 52 2 51 10 13 
4 25 1 25 
PIC -11 10 65 13 57 4 6 
1 27 7 25 
CIC-24 1 00 18 8 17 2 16 
100 35 12 31 13 16 
100 100 103 
20 28 3 27 13 16 
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F i gure 6 . Multiplicity of Infecticn - Propor tion of Infective C enter a 
P elationship at : I~ultiplicities G reater t h an One pfu/ c e ll. 
Mou se embryo cella were infected and plated for infective 
.. yr.nbol S xperiment 
·--· 
CIC -10 
~--~ D-KK~ fC -11 
+-+- C I C - 19 
x- -x ?!C -11 
·--· 
C I.:' - 21 
·--· 
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Several types of controls were carried out . The fir&t control 
was made to te::;t whether the rr.easures taken to remove superficially 
adsorbed virus pre··.:.::;n.ted the infection ~:;i cell s that would otherwise 
have b een infec ted. R epeatcd washing appears to be safe because 
when applied to plaque asDay cultureo it did not decrease t he number 
of plaques. .AS and F DE treatment of plates infected at low multipli-
cities (Table 4) or at high r.1ultiplicities {Table 3 , experiments P IC-10 
and CIC -24) caused a reduction in the proportion of infective centero, 
part: cularly when the treat:ment waa applied immediately after the end 
! >{:' t: .. ~e adsorption period. '!'he maximum loss o bserved was about PM~/ 
of the number of i nfective centers ia the first caoe anti abo ut 45% in the 
second. Thene losse s alone cannot account for the failure of the rebults 
to ~tgree with expectation at high multiplicitie s because they would not 
be expected to be multiplicity-dependent. 
O ther controls were made to i n vestigate whether the oize of 
the resistant fracti on depends on the initial c ell density or o n the time 
c.t ''W·hi c h the infected cello were dispersed and replated . The dat a 
pr::!sented in Table 5 s i ... ow that neithe:l." of these factore bas any laree 
effect . 
In conclusion, the infective center experiments show t h at the 
proportion of viruo yielditlC cello under our experimental conditions is 
lower than e xpe cted. Thia reduction cannot be attributed to experimental 
corr.plicationG . It is likely that it is caused by the presence of a c!as o 
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Table 4 . Effe ct of Antiviral Serum and !<. D.E on Infected Cells . 
Confluent secondary cultures of rr:ous e embryo cells were 
infected with viru~ at the indicated dilutions . P.fter a two hour 
adsorption period, the plates were w aohed two times w i th medium , 
and two cc of P EM 1- 10% inactivated cal£ oerum were added. .P-S and 
R DE were added at the indicated times after infection to the 
app ropriate plates, at concentrations of 0 . 02 and 0 . 01 units , 
r e spectively . ':'he plates w ere washed two more times at fifteen 
bourG anti then , either treated as ordinary plaque assay plates or 
trypsinized and plated as infective centers at a dilution of 1:1 0 . The 
numbers of plaques formed are given as the average of the number s 






















































































































































































































































































































Table 5. The ~ffb:ct of Cell Density a nd Time of P lating on the 
P roportion of C ella R egistering ao Infective Centerv . 
T he cells W.:!re infected with 0. 2 cc of purified .;;'y at ~ 
concentration of 108 pfu/ml {MOI e 10 for plater; with Z x 106 cello). 
The virus was adsorbed for 1-1/2 hours and the plates were waDhed 
and treated w ith J, S and P. aK;~: at concentrations of 0 . 02 and 0 . 01 unita, 
respectivety. J;., t the indicated times after infection, t he cella were 
trypsinized and plated a.s infective centers . The level of super-
ficially adsorbed viruo was below p~~ of the ~:I 1. C . in all cases. 
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Table 5 
Initial C ell Density T im•8 oi P lating o/J I . C . 
( cello /plate) ( 1-:!..!!.:__a!t e r i nf e c • ) 
2 X: 106 8 12 
2 X 106 15 10 
2 X 10 6 2 0 15 
1 X 10 6 2 0 9 
r.: 
5 X 10::> 2 0 13 
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of cells with a lower than avernge probability of producing a viruEl 
yield when exposed to viru!: . The celle that do produce virus , however , 
* yield relatively larg e quantities : on t h e o rder of 500 pfu / cell. 
3. The relationship between the proporti on of cells killed and the 
multiplicity of infection 
In many of the infective center experirnents of the previous 
occtio:n, an attempt to estimate the proportion of cells killed wao aloo 
made. T he presence of CP V ie less i mportant for t his d~termination 
than for the determination of the proporti on of infective c enters , a.nd 
therefore higher MOI can be used . Cell killing is a m ore accurate 
measure of the proportion of cells infected than are i nfective centers 
* T he reBietant fraction could b e a caus~ of inefficiency i n the plaque 
assay . \Vh ether or not th i s is so depends on the nature of the 
resistant frac tion . 
Model (1): The reL'liotant f raction consists of cells whose abi lity 
to adsorb virus is unimpaired In this c ase , potential plaque former s 
are b eing lost by adaorption onto resistant cellv. With respect to 
this factor alone , the efficiency of the aseay is esaentially given by 
thr~ p roportion of infe ctive cente rs at the highest UiOI for v.1hich the 
mo:iKs~;on law· accurately describ es the number of infective centero 
in the population . T h ic p roportion was about 10 - 20% in experiment 
P IC - 11 , and t h is io probab ly a maximum e~atirr:ate ( F ig . 3 ). 
M odel (2 ): '!.'he resistant fraction consisto of cells whose ability 
to adsor b virus is i mpaired . In t his case . the resistant fracti on doeo 
not cause inefficiency i n t h e plaque assay . 
q~e true MOl on the most easily infected fracti on o£ the population 
is h igher than the estimated input MO! in both cases . Under model (1) , 
this is because the inefficiency of the plaque assay causes a n under-
estimation of the input virus titer . Under model (2.) , this is because 
the cella adsorbing virus are fewer than the cells c ounted. 
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when t..l}is proportion is large . The npproa ch suffers , however , from 
one important disa dvantage: since the cloning efficiency of aninfected 
mouse embryo cells i:J o f the order of 10% , we are observing the 
behavior of onl y a minority o f the c ells . 
The tec hnique of infection used in t hese experimcn~o is the 
same as tha t uaed for the infective center expcrimenta . In fact , in 
several experiments, the proportion of cells killed and the proportion 
of infective center o •Nere determined on the sa1ne infected population . 
'l'o determine the proportion of cells killed, the cloning technique 
described under llle thods was utilized, w ith one exception: t h e incor-
poration of P·S and F a~·-: into the cloning m edium at concentratione of 
0 . 02 and 0 . 01 units , re cpectively, in orde r to prevent secondary 
virus infJ ction on the cloning p late. 'l-he cloning efficiency of uninfected 
cells was determined i n all experim~nta K This effi ciency varied from 
6 t o OKK:~4j~ wit h different batches of seco ncla!'y cultures, but: was r elatively 
const ant for cells sei e cted from different p lateCJ o f the same batch. 
T he cloning efficiency waa not significantly _affected by the .A S and P D_: 
treatment . 
The results of four cell ~<il ling experiments , per formed with 
three different strai ns o£ Py, are p r esent ed in F ig . 7 . ~lls in t he 
infective center experiments, the relation between M Ol and proportion 
of surviving colony formers deviates appr e ciab ly fr o m Poi sson 
e't:pe ctation: 
- MOl 
Fraction of :gurviving c e lls = e 
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E'igure 7. Multiplicity of Infection - C ell Survival Relationship 
Mouse embryo cells were infected at th e indicated multipli-
cities and tnen cloned on feeder layers in the presenc e of AS and R D.8 . 
P "mock - infected" control p late wac plated at the aame time to 
estimate the c loning effi ciency o~: uninfe.::ted cell!:! (thle rang ed 
between 6% to 25%, but wae relatively constant for a given batch 
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On the scale of Fig . 7, tl~e curve of the equation would be a strai2ht 
line passing through th.e origin and almoct parallel to the ordinate . 
P. t multiplicitie3 above 100 pfu/cell , the curve appears to plateau at 
about 2.0 to 30°/oJ survival . However , in an experiment in whid1 cells 
were infected with a purified stock of the p 16 strain of ?y at a ;...t:.:..:I of 
5000 pfu/ cell, the ourvival decreased to 3%. Thill; suggests that the 
resistant c e lls can be killed if the m ultiplicity is high enough . 
Two other conclusions co.n be derived from t he:.;e data: (l) ·:;:·ne 
t h ree different virus str2.ina u3ecl -- lp , sp and pl6 - have a si:mil'n.r 
cell kit:~ing ability per pfu; ~Knd (2) In some experimenta t~1e proportion 
of cdlo killeci and the proportion of i nfective centers were in diaagree-
m ent (Table 6 }. The latter result suggeets that in some caEl e fl cells 
a:re killed without becoming virus producer CJ. T:'lio point cunnot b e 
conclusively established from thio type of experiment, however , · be -
cauSie the proportion of cells killed is ci.eterm ined in a selected fraction 
of the population; whcreali the proportion of infe ctive center21 io 
deter m ined in the whole population . 
.P possible objection to the results of the cell killing experimento 
conce rnn the poosibility of cell loso by secondary infection on the 
cloning plate . The most lik<!ly source of such loas i s through the con-
version of superficially adsorbed virus in~c infecting viruc . B ccauce 
t h e level of superficially adsorbed vire.s pe r c ell after extenoive 
wa.ohlnt; and ~AKp and RD.!: treatment io about 0 . 1% of the input 
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r.i.'able 6 . P elation B etween the ? roportion of Infective Centers 4nd 
Cell : ::illing . 
Mouse e mbryo cells w e re infected and then plated for infe ctive 
centers and cloned -- both as dl~s cribed in the text . The proportion 
of infective ccnte1·s is uncorrected for sup erficia.liy a dsorbed virus . 
" A gz P early" or "1• tl: It late;' refers t o the time at which J',S and RDi<:: 
treatment waa begun. TheBe times are g iven in T able 2 . f:.,n uninfected 
sarr: ple of the same batch of celle w as a lwayo cloned a t the Game time 
i n order to determine normal clm1ing efficiency . 
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Table 6 
AS and R .DE Treatment 
Experiment MOl % I C '""/.) C e 119 r:.ill<!d (See 'I' able 2) 
CIC - 11 50 19 65 I t-t F early 
5 9 10 
C I C -21 500 '15 p &H l a te 
100 7 2 
20 sz 55 
4 2 5 29 
CIC -24 100 17 79 j ; &F.. early 
100 31 8! .A t\( P late 
100 8 1 No 1\ e.- F (except 
on the c loning 
plateo) 
2 0 2.7 53 p &.f. late 
4: 28 :. S.z R late 
0 . 2 7 .A & p late 
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multiplicity, the proportion of cells kiaed at MOI greater than or 
equnl t o 500 pft:/cell should be regarded a.:ll a maximum value . 
:a. The :?roperties of C ells .:u:viv ing Infec tion with I">y 
The result s of the previoua Ge ction have r;;hown t hat a s ub-
stantial fraction of the clone f o rming ceas in mouse embryo cultures 
is capable of proliferation after a s i ngle cycle of viru s growth. 
J.mong the cells which eccapc killinc by virus in spite o f continued 
e ~:::posure to it, t ransformer: cells finally aris./ 44 F~~hese transfo r m ed 
cells, the properties oi which have already been extensively described 
(see Introduction and G lossary) have a well defi ned morphology, 
g:rowth pattern and resistance to the cytocidal effects of Py infection, 
quite distinct from those of uninfected cella . In t h ia sectio n , an 
a ttempt will be made t o define the time of appearance of morphologically 
t ransfo:rmed ce ll s in t he infe cted c ultur es . A zecondary, but related , 
goal w ill be to define the ti•nc o f nppeare.nc e o f virus-l'esistant cello 
in tKh~ infected culture o . 
~Feveral technical nchievemente facilitated thi£l work . l~c o f 
these io t he met hod for purifying and con centrating P y which allow s the 
use of very high multiplicities of infection and t h e removal of inh ibitors 
from virus prepa1·ationL : <76 ) the other is the de velo pment of t h e 
methods, de Gcribec1 in ;:;ectio:n J, , which e nable us to cut down rein -
fection. and t h.us t o define mor e preci3ely t he ccndition o f infection of 
the cells. qhe:;e~ cle velo pmento e.llowed us to probe more deeply and 
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mo:;.·e critically into the induction of the initial transformed cells . 
Before proceeding , the resultB will be summarized: {l) '!: rans-
formed cells were detect ed in steady state cultures a.l: thirty to forty 
days after infection. However, exploratory studiee have suggested 
t hat under certain conditions , ther3e cells can arise as early as two 
weeks after infection . (2) Numerous e~cperiment designed to reveal 
t he preeenc e of transformed cells arising after · oingle cycle of 
infection were uniformly negative. (3 ) ri'he surviving cells of cultures in 
which only one or a f e w cycle£1 of virus growth had tnken place did nC?t 
develop the transformed character or segregate transform~d c ello 
even if they were c u l t ivated for an extended period in antivira.l media . 
(4) It proved possibl e by Buch cultivation fo free these aK~rviving cellfl 
completely of infective virus and to test their senoitivity to reinfection . 
':::'heir sensitivity to reinfection with Py was similar to that of un-
infe cted cells . 
We shall now p roceed to t he do,:ument ation o£ the oe cboervations. 
1. The prope rties of the early descend ants oi cells surviving infection 
with Py 
The general procedure here hna been to clone cells frou1 
infected cultures and to score for the presence or absence of trano-
formed colonies: those colonielil ohowing non-regulated growth, and 
a transformed cell type (see Glossary) . 
In an early seri es of experiments designed to determine t he 
-7 2.-
time oi appearance of transformed cells in steady state cultures, 
cells were cloned from infe cted cultures a t va rious times after 
infection. The results, represented in Table 7, show that no trans-
formed cells were detected in sarnplee taken as late as seventeen days 
after i nfection, irrespective of the experimental conditions employ ed . 
Transformed cells were 1 however , detected in a culture which was 
cloned at forty days aiter infection. 
The considerabl e deln.y in the appearance o .Z transformed c ells 
m a y be attributed t o either o.Z two c haracteristic s of these expe rir~1ents: 
either the low virus input which may render tr.ansfor rnation improbable 1 
o r the continued presence of virus i n the cultures, which could kill the 
transformed cells i f they· were virus-sensitive. It was pos::;ibl e to test 
bot h oi these hypotheses b y infecting cultures with high titer virus, 
treating them with antiviral medium, and then plating the cells for 
colonies . In these experime nts , the e ffects on transformation of 
omitting feeder layers were also i nvestigated . The reoults of a series 
of such experiments are given in Table 8 . T he results show that amm1g 
the cell s surviving infection , none '.Vere found which were capable of 
form ing transformed colonies, irre spective of the conditions u sed. 
Two p oint3l o;hould be emphasi zed concerni ng t hese exper i-
m ents: ( 1) A line derived from the survivor s of infection of a culture at 
high MOl (line CIC -U-:n) failed to show t ransform ation when infected 
fo1· a second time ( Table 8 , experiments CIC -14 a nd C IC - 15}; and (.:: ) In 
seve r al of these experiments the sp and Pl6 strains o f P y were used. 
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Tuble 7 . The .Appear<.mce of Transformed Cells in Py-Infected 
Mouse E:mbryo Cultures . 
T he cells were infected at an input multiplicity of approximately 
5 pfu/ c ell. J..t the indicated tiweo , they were washed, in orde r to 
reduce the background viruo level, and then cloned . The conditions 
of plat1ng , other than t '.1ose apecifi£!d in the table, are described under 
Methods . R D:S wao added t o the specified cloning p la tes 




T he infected culture uoed in experiment CIC- 6 wa3 a cloned 
mouoc culture (clone 14 3) which had been growing in vitro 
for 19 weeks at the ti m e of infection . ( T he isolation of this 
clone is described in P art II of the B esults section of thia 
thesie . ) J',t the time of infection, clone 143 w as growing a s a 
regulated culture composed of rather broad, flat cells , with 
a doubling time of Z. 5 - 3 days . 
The " controls" used i n experiments CIC -5, CIC -19 , and Cl -9 
were freshly isolateJ, u ninfected mouse embryo secondary 
cella. Therefore , their only function is to serve as a check 
on the cloning conditions. 
The clo!'.ing dficienciet~ of the i nfected cultures a.re only 
apprmdrnate valub~p K It was diffi cult to count colonies deriving 
from such cultureo , because many colonies contained a large 
. proportion of degenerating cells and they were generally 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table S . T ransformation After !nfection of Mouse E mbryo Cultures 
with High T iter ViruGl . 
Confluent monolayers of mouse embryo cells were infe cted w ith 
v i ru:; at the indicated multiplicities . .P fte:r. an adsorption period oi 1- 1/2 
to 2 hours, the inoculum was removed, the plates washed three times 
with warm medium and 2 c c of P EM containing 10% inactivated cal! 
serum added. Anti -viral serum and B D E were then added to final 
concentrations of 1:50 and 1:100, respectively, exc ept in the case of 
experiment CIC-21 when ae r um and e nzyme were adde d c::.t 10 houro 
after infection. The cells were washed again , trypsini~edI counted, 
diluted and plated between the eighth a1'ld twentieth hour after infection. 
T he irradiatea feeder layer !l were prepared as i ndicated in M ethods 
and were preincubated for at lealll t two houre in medium containing 
antioerum in the concentrations uaecl above . The infected cells were 
plated directly into this medium . V: hen no feeder layer was used, the 
cell cuspension wc:.s added to a bare petri dish containing this medium . 
Colonies were counted under the m icroGcope a t 8 t o 10 days after 
plating and scanned again for the presence of transformed colonies at 
5 
14 days . The number of cells p lated pet• di sh never exceeded 1. 5 x 10 . 
Note(]): The presence of multilayered, cries -cross growth in a loose 
network, or the p resence of dense, piled, foci were used as 
criteria for tr anefol"med colonies . When there were more 
than 200 - 300 colonies / p late . individual colonies could not b e 
distinguished, but the entire plate ""''as inspected (both micro-
scopically and ma.croscopically) for the pre Bence of brownish, 
raised areas . 
Note@ 
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Line CIC -11 - 37 ( s ee Table 11 , experiment (b) ) w as derived 
from the s urvivors o£ 1. 2 :;: 10-1 infected r:nouse embryo 
eec ondary c e ll£: which were plated under antiserum and F Dr.:; 
on a bar e dish . \'{hen it w as u sed in experiments CIC -14 and 
CIC - 15 , it was f ree of any carri ed virus . Confluent plates of 
this line g enerally contained a bout 10 tim e s f e w er cells than 
co nfluent m ous e embryo plates . 
-77 -
Table 8 
Experiment Input MOl Virus E f£. of No . of No. of Special 
(pfu/ cell) Type C loning Trans - Cells Conditions 
( o/o) forme~ P lated 
Clones 
a. Plating of freshly infected mouse embryo cells on feeder 
layers in the presence of R D E and antiserum . 
CIC -11 500 lp 1.9 0 4 . 5xl0 3 
0 5.5 
0 6.0 No RDE or 
P.S 
4 @ CIC -15 500 lp 0.48 0 1. 1 xlO Line CIC-11-
0 2 . 2 37 was used 
in its 9th 
transfer 
CIC-18 500 l p 1.8 0 4 2. 3 x l0 
4 200 sp 2 . 1 0 2.3xl0 
500 P16 2.2 0 4 2. 3xl0 
0 9 . 1 
0 8 . 9 No RDE or 
P.S 
CIC-21 500 lp 3 . 7 0 4 2. 9xl0 
5000 P16 o.s 0 5 4. 6xl0 
0 14.9 
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E xperim ent Input MOl Virus E ff. of No. of No. of Special 
{pfu/ cell) T ype C loning T rans- Cells C onditions 
(%) formed P lated 
Clones 
b . P lating of infected m o u se embryo cells on bare dishes 
in the presence of R DE and antiserum. 
C IC -1 1 500 lp c0.2 0 3xl05 
0 cl. 5 
C I C -14 500 lp 1. 3x l0 -3 0 1. 8xl0 4 L ine C I C - @ 
0 c0. 4 11-37 was 
used in its 
8th transfe r . 
CI C -1 8 200 c 0 . 15 0 5 sp 3. lxlO 
- 500 P16 c 0 . 15 0 3. lxlO 5 
0 c0.9 
CIC -2 1 5000 P l6 c7. 9xl0 -3 0 5. 5x l0 5 
0 0.8 
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These strains appear to have a higher probability to cause transfor-
mation per pfu than does lp virus when they are tested on hamster 
embryo cells . (89 ) Nevertheless, transformation was not observed. 
In an effort to increase the efficiency of transformation , a 
series of experiments was carried out by utilizing a technique that has 
proved useful in the detection of transformed cells in the hamster 
system (transformation in situ} . ( 89 ) The cells were infected, washed 
and overlaid with nutrient medium containing agar . Thereafter , the 
plates were trea~ed as cloning plates. T he object of this procedure 
was to avoid the use of trypsin, which may have deleterious effects 
on the cells . In this e xperimental series , the possibility that 1-.S and 
R DE treatmen t might be obscuring o r preventing the formation of 
- , 
tran sforme d c o lon ie s was investigated: to test this point, experiments 
were pe:dormed in which the AS and R DE treatment was omitted. 
Othe r experiments of th is series were designed to investigate a range 
of virus and cell concentrations . In fact , no transformed colonies 
appeared under any of the described conditions (T able 9) . 
By using transformation in situ, as described above, we tested 
for the possibility of transforming a clonal line of mouse embryo cells, 
clone 143 (see T able 12, Part IIJ, w h ich had been cultivated in vitro 
for approximately nine months at the time of the experiment: again 
there was no evidence of transformation. 
F rom the experiments presented above , it is concluded that no 
t r ansformed cells, as previously defined , can be detected after exposure 
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Table 9 . 1\ ttempts to Induce Transformation in s itu. 
Plates of mo1).Be embryo cells w ere prepared at the indicated 
cell densities. Twelve hours after plating, the cells were infected 
with 0 . 1 cc of the Pl6 strain of P y at the indicated concentrations . 
Jlfter adsorption, the plates were w ashed three times, and 2 cc of 
cloning medium containing 10% inactivated calf serum was added. .AS 
and }' DE (where indicated) were added to the plates at concentrations 
of 0. 02 and 0. 01 units, re spectively , 10 to 12 hours later. After a 1 to 
2 hour AS and F DE treatment, 4 cc of medium containing 0. 5o/o a gar 
(plus .AS and F DE where indicated) was added to each plate . The 
p lates were scanned for colonies at 9-10 days and a gain at 14 days after 
plating . 
Note <D: N o transformed colonies appeared in any of these experiments . 
Note 0. NT = N ot Tried. 
Note G): In experiment CIC - 22. , when confluent {cell cone. = 2 x 106 /plate) 
and near confluent (cell cone. = 106 / plate) cultures were infected 
and then treated with F DE and fJ.S , the resulting low g rade, but 
generalized, degeneration made it difficult to observe the 
morphology and grow th pattern of t..'he surviving c ells . The 
same plates in the untreated series showed much more severe 
degeneration, but the ltilled cells tended to detach from t h e dish 
and were largely r~moved when the plates were fluid changed. 
When fewer than 10 cells/plate were used, fewer total cells 
degenerated and o b servation of the surviving cells was not 
obscured. 
kote~ .A permanent clonal line of mouse embryo cells , line 143, was 
used in experiment CIC -23. This line consisted of relatively 
broad , flat cells which displayed strictly regulated growth • 
.A pproximately 106 cells could be recovered from a confluent 65 
mm petri dish of line 143. The generation time of these cells 
was about 1 division every 2 to 3 days which is a bout 5 times 
slower than freshly isolated mouse embryo cell s . 
- 8 1-
Cell 
Num b er of Surviving C olonies CD cone. 
Virus (no. 
T iter cells I AS and R D E AS and RDE 
Experiment (pfu/ cc) plate) . added not added 
C I C - 20 5xi010 4xl05 NT ® 2 
2 . 5xlo10 4xi05 54 0 
0 4xl05 NT C onfluent 
Sx1010 Zx105 NT 0 
2. Sx 1010 2xl05 8 0 
C I C - 22 @) 2xl010 2x 106 Confluent 35 
Sx109 2x 106 C onfluent 25 
9 2x106 C onfluent NT 1. 3:d0 
2xl010 1x1 06 200-300 5 
Sx109 1x106 Confluent 12 
1. 3xl09 1x106 C onfluent NT 
2xl010 Sx105 2.00-300 0 
Sx109 Sx105 Confluent 6 
1. 3x10 9 Sx105 C onfluent N'I 
1. 3xl09 5 200-300 2. Sx lO 4 
0 5 C onfluent C onfluent 2. Sx lO 
C I C -23@) 2xl010 8x105 0 NT 
Ixl010 8x 105 7 NT 
5xl0 9 8x105 29 NT 
1010 4xl 0
5 0 NT 
Sx 10 9 4xl05 0 NT 
Sx109 2xl05 0 NT 
0 2xl05 C onfluent NT 
T a ble 9 
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of m ouse e mbr y o cultures to ~ sing le cycle of virus g row t h . 
2 . T D.e propertier.; of the distant descendant~ of the surviving cells 
b . P y - infected culture s 
The r esultG of the pre viouo s~ction raise the que stion of 
whethe r the infection produces une-:<:preased transformed cells irom 
whi ch rec ognizable transfor:;:-r1ed cells derive after a c ertain number 
of cell generations . 
P.n attempt t o answer this q u estion w as made b y c u l tivating 
inf<:!Cted cultures or sele c'i:ed groups of cells from infected cultures in 
antivi ral mediu m . 'l' !-1is procedure has two advantages: (1) by 
suppreseine virus multi plication, it provide s favora ble conditions for 
o b serving t he morpholo gy and growt h pattern of the i nfected cultures 
and (2) it ensures that any unexp ressed transformed cells present at 
the ctart of the treatment will not be destroyed due to reinfection. 
In our first experim ent, six "islands" of surviving c ell!3 in 
a s even day old infe cte d cultu1"e were i solated and g !"own in the 
presenc e of 0 . 005 units of E DZ . T hese i slands are colony - like areae 
which contain bot h healthy and degenerating cell s and which are 
fr equently observed in steady ctai:e cultureEi . E ach of the islands 
select-e d for study initially conGlsted of one to two thousand cell s . T he 
isolation p r o c edur e w a s similar to that used for picking colonie s (eee 
M ethods) except t h a t feeder layer s were not u sed . Thes e she: cultureo 
ar e de scribed in Tabl e 10 . T he results show that no transformed c ella 
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'I able tO . G rowt!J. of Infected C ultuxes i n the P resenc e ofF DE. . 
"Islands" com paGed of he~gthy ancl degenerating cells were 
picked ao deacribcd i n the text from o. cuiture infected seven days 
previ ously with Py . The cells were cultivated in the presence of 
0 . 005 unite of F DE and regularly obaerved . 
Note(]: T he s upernatants of t i.1.e indicated cul tures w er e sam pled 





































































































































































































































































































































































arose in cultures derived f?om these iolands of ourviving cells . F or 
reasons not understood at p resent, ·virus multiplication waa lees 
efficiently inhibited in cultures 5 and 6 than in the other four cultures. 
Little! net cell growth wae observed in these two cultures . 
T he f&ilure to detect unexpressed transformed cells in the 
prc~vious experin·:ent m ay be attributed to t he cultivation of selected 
groups of cells fxom t he infected culture . Ther efore , a non- selective 
experiment w as carried out. B DE (0 . 005 units) wat.J incorporatec into 
the culture n1-ecliu~-n of an eD.tire plate o f infected cells on the sixth day 
after infection. The culture was n1aintained and regularly o bserved. 
It w as found that there w as little or no cell killing during a fifty-two 
day period and virus production w as considerably reduced . P.t the 
last observation, no areas of non -regulated growth or c e lls with trans -
formed lYJorph olog y could be observed in the culture . Therefore, it is 
concluded that no unexpressed transformed cells were p resent in the 
culture when the treatment with anti vi:ral medium began . This state -
ment should be q ualified by the recognition that if unexpressed 
transformed cells were rare and selected a gainst, they might not 
h ave been detected. 
Other ex;?erirr.ents designed to detect transformed cells '--:;;ere 
carried o u t by e mploying tw o technical modificati ons: (1) P.S , in 
addition to F DZ , was incorporated into the antiviral medium in order 
to o btain a more complete inhibition of virus multi pli cation and (2) at 
-BS~ 
each transfer oi an infected culture, several e x tra cultures w ere 
initiated with 2 to 8 ~-r 104 cells . It was found(65 ) that these sparse 
cultures were useful for detecting P y- transfor m e d hamster cells . 
The main lines of the cultures , however, were maintained by trans-
ferring heavily seeded culturer>. 
Th.e results of four experiments in which t hese modifications 
wer e utilized are de :::;cribed i:;:;. T c:1.ble 11. The re Gulto of these experi-
n1ents are summarized as fo llows : 
(1) In a culture maintained in the presence of ~-antiviral 
m ediul"n, the fir ot tr2nsformed colonies were found in sparoe cul tures 
initiated at thirty-two dayo after infection {experiment a) . 
(2.) .After a brief exposure to vh·us , followed by growt h in 
antiviral medium, neither selected survivors (experiment b) nor an 
entire culture of infected cells (experiment c) showed transformation. 
Therefore , unel~pressed transformed cell s were not present in these 
cultures . 
(3) In a culture exposed to antiviral m edium at thirteen days 
after infection, tranoformecl cell& w ere immediately detected (experi -
ment d). 
The result s of the first three experiments confirm the results 
previously obtain ed concerning the de layed appearance of t ransformed 
cello . ~:~periment (d), however , suggesto that tranoform e d cell3 can , 
under oor::1e circun1s\:an ce s, appear within two weeke of infection. Two 
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rTable 11 . The T ime of f p;?earance of T :-:ansfcrmed Cells in ?y-
lnf'ected Z.kouse :C.::z:nbryo CuKgKtun~s K 
Cells from four different infected c u ltures were used to seed 
sparce plates at the indicated tirnes after infection . . Antiviral or 
regular medium was added to t he:Je spnrse p late s ao indicated . The 
p l:;!.tes were inspected micros c opic ally and with the naked eye for 
colonier;; of transformed cell s up to two weeks after they were initiate d . 
The four infected cul tures from which the cells were taken are li3ted 
b elow : 
~D=}~periment (a): T ransforr.oation of iniected cell:a grown in the 
I?..! .. ~_£_ence of re,&ula r m edi um . 1, tnouse e mbryo cultuTe was infected 
with P y at a rnultiplicity of 500 p fu/ cell and t h e rea f t er maintained in 
regular m eclium . 
;.:xperirr e nt (b ): T ransforr.naHon of cella se l ected from an 
infected cu~ure and grown i t: t h e: p:reoence of antiviral medium . - Jl 
culture was i nfected ~kith Py a ·i: a. nmltip licity of 5 0 0 pfu/ ceil, and t h en 
immediately treated wit h loS ~nd ? . D ·.::; and p lated for transformed 
colonies in the a.bzence o f <.>. fe~der l ayer a.6l deecri bed in Table 8 , 
:~;xperiment C!C -11 . /', cell line (CIC-11-37 ) w as initi ated f ron:. a plate 
containing twelve su:.·viving colonies (the efficiency of plating was O. l o/o ). T his 
line w as thereafter carried in 0:\.ntiviral n1edi um . 
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.Sxpe r i ment (c): Transfo rmntion. of cells first eJtpoeed to 
antiviral rr,edium at four days aftc:;.· infection. - P culture was infected 
with the Pl6 strain of Py at a multiplicity of 200 pfu/ cell . Four dayo 
later~ the culture ·wao transferred and was thereafter r.:Jaintaineci in 
antiviral medium . 
~ xperiment (d): T ransfor::;:1atio n of cells first expoa~d to 
an~_iviral _ uedium at t ! ir~een dayG after i~!ection K - .A duplicate of the 
culture used in experiment (c) was traneier!"ed at thirteen days ~Kfter 
infection cmd v;as t h ereafter maintaineC. in a.n.tiviral mecium. 
Note(]: 
Note@: 
Mouse en1bryo cells tend to forn-; rather diffuse colonieo in 
liquid medium . Therefore , only a rough estimate of the 
number of c olonies can be: made . 
These t ransfonned colonieG we r e counted mac roscopically as 
raised papillae i:;-:~ the monolayer. 
UiTERLIBRI\RY. 
LOAN ~tz 
w1~g /hJ · J 
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Time after + or - Number of Number o£ 
infection AS and colonies transformed 
(days) RDE on on sparse colonies on 
sparse plates sparse plates 
cultures 
E xperiment (c) 
4 + > 200 0 
8 + > 200 0 
13 + > 200 0 
18 + > 200 0 
22 + > 200 0 
> 200 0 
27 + > 200 0 
> 200 0 
E xperiment (d) 
13 + 100 4 
-15 0 
20 + 200 4 0® 
-20 .. 0 
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conditions of this experiment v:hich c ould have been i mportant in 
det e rmining the result s should be e!l;phasized: (l) The use of antiviral 
medium to protect ear ly arising transformed cells; and (2) the use of 
tl:e ?16 strain of Py which , as already mentioned , may be mor e 
efficient ~~an the large plaque type in causing transformation of 
hamater C<!lls . Further exper irnenta are needed to decide whether 
any o£ these c onditions were c ruci al for the result obt ained. 
3 . The sensitivity to reinfection of cells surviving inf ection 
In orde r to a'-1 sese properly the results just presented, it is 
deairabh to b1o -v-:.· th.3 oensitivity to ~-:gy infection of the earlieat appear -
ing t ran:Jfor med celle . In the next p aragraphs , evidence will be 
pr e cen ted which s;hows t.1at t:1e r.:10rpholcgically unchange d descendants 
of cells surviving a brief exposure t o 'Py are not resi stant t o the 
cytocidal effecto of reinfection. This fact Bu gge st3 t h at a b r ief ex -
p c sure of a culture to infection doe s not d c tectably indu ce o:r select 
for g enetically virus- resistant cellG. F urth er exper imentation, however , 
is neces 3a ry t:o deter min~ the vi rus sensitivity of t h e earliest de-
t e ctab le transfo r med cells . 
'To docu1nent these statemente. two experi ments will be pre -
sented: 
(1) The initiation o f cultui"e C I C - 11 - 37 from t h e seiected 
survivors of an infected culture has been des c ribed ( T abl e 11 , experi-
r.;en t (b ) ) . J· iter culti-..ration in antiviral medium for one month , it no 
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longe!' produced infective virua . ~A cell killing experiment, carried out 
at 56 d<::.yu nfter the original infection ( T £, b l e 7 , experiment CIC -15) , 
~; iKwweci that the cured line C: ! C: -il - 37 waG as ocn(litive to c ell killing 
by -:_=>y o.s '·''ere co:npa.rably :i.nicctcd mous£: e::.YJ b ryo culturli! O. 
(2) A cell line wac deritred !ro m the unselected survi ving cells 
of <:•. cultur?. w~1ich was expose\.! to i n f..!diou. fo r four d<::Ky~> ('::' a b le 11 , 
ex~F erirnent (c ) ) . 1-fter cultivatio n in antivir nl medium for three weeks , 
it n o longer p:t'oc!uced infective viruo . \ \'-hen thic c ured culture was 
reinfected Cl..t :iour weeks cfter tl1e original in.f<:!cCicn , i~z t o tal sin~le 
cycle ;:irus yidcl <,;;as oirr.ilar t c th<::.":: of co:r:.)f,H!•rttb!y infected rrousc 
e 1-z· Jn·yo cult ures. T!1erefo re , the:rc could be no ~rosa difference 
be~;ween the proportion of virus reoiatant cellG in ~he infected cell line 
<::r:.d t n at in u:-:-Ki ~Kfected rr.ouse emb1·yo culturec . 
"K:K~hese fi:nc;.ingc indicate that th~ rer:;istance to the cytocidal 
efiect s o!. ~-:>y 1'.1.i£l p byed by c. fraction of the cellG in infe cted cultures 
( necti.on !' ) is not a he ridite.ry property of t he cello . In fact , colonies 
t'..nd ~1e-Kc e:: cultureG deriving fronJ cells which survive a brief exposure 
to -:-·; at high W.::O I are not detectably differ ent from fr~rKhly infected 
mouce •:!r.:Jbryo cells in cell morphology, growth pattern and sensitivity 
to ? y infection. '_;, he fin.dings also s how that in the eteady state culture , 
the virus-cell rdationohi~F ic es9entially that of a carrier cuiture . 
PAR T ll. 
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T RANSFORM/\ T ION IN CLONAL MOUSE EMBRYO 
CULTURES OCCURR ING A F TER PROLONGED 
EXPOSURE TO POLYOMA VIRUS 
The experiments presented in this sect ion were desig ned to 
determine some of the factors responsible f o!' the delayed a ppearance 
of transformed cells after virus infec tion and to further characterize 
the transformed cells themselves . In the course o f these studies, it 
was iound that uninfec ted m ouse embryo cultur e s frequen tly underwent 
a r apid transformation to a. non-regulated g rowth pattern. Therefore, 
experiments designed to inve s tigate the difference between the changes 
occurring i n i nfected and those occurri ng i n uninfec ted cultureD were 
also carried out. 
The experiments were initially d e s i gned to t est the following 
hypothesis concerning the delay in the a ppearanc e of transformed cells 
following P y infection: that the capacity to be t:tansformed by Py is a 
heritable trait of mutational or embr yol ogical origin possessed b y only 
a few c e llG preexisting i n the uninf e c ted populati on . B y 11emhry ol ogical 
origin" we mean a cell trait which arises a.s a result of differentiation. 
during embryological developl'"nent. These cells can be defined as 
u iraneforma.ble variants . " The hypo thesi a can he tested by observing 
the response to inf ection oi cultures recently derived from a singl e cell. 
If th~ hypothesis were cor rec t , s u c h c l o nal c ultures would he expected 
either to show very rapid transformation or n o transformati on dependi n g 
on whethe r the original cells were o r were not transformable variants. 
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.I\ . Preliminary Study 
In a preliminary experin-1ent, cells from a secondary Swiss 
mouse embryo culture were cloned. J., singl e c olony was picked and 
grown into a new culture: culture 1. K-~~ive weeks after cloning, when 
the clone ~lad attained a size of 2 x 106 cells, the culture was divided 
in half: one half (culture Py 1) was infected with a tissue culture stock 
of Py at an input multiplicity of five pfu /cell; the other half (culture 1) 
served as a control. The overall growth curves of these two lines are 
given in F i g . 8 . The rate of virus production , the time at which 
m uliilayer growt h was first observed , and the time at which culture 
P y - i was judged to consis t m ainly of transformed cells are also shown 
on this graph. 
The curves show that for approximately the first four weeks. 
culture P y 1 remained in the steady state with abundant virua pro-
duction. B y the eighth w eek , its doubling time was twenty - four hours . 
T h i G behavior is typical of- Py infected, uncloned mouse e mbryo 
(52) 
cultures . 
C ulture 1 grew slowly with a genet-ation time of three to four 
days for the first five w eeks , then , over a period of about two weeks, 
increased its generation time to forty hours . By the fifteenth week, 
cu~Kture 1 was growing aa rapidly as culture Py 1. 
B y nine weeke after infection, the two lines differed both in 
cell morphology and growth pattern. Culture Py 1 cells (F ig . 9a) 
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D"i gure 8 . Ov erall C rowth Curves o f C""ul turel3 1 and ?y 1 . 
T he overall growt h curves o f c u lturee i and Py 1 are g iven , 
The virus production, time of a ppearance o f non -r e g ulated growt h , 
and t h e time of appearance of m orph ologically transformed cells 
are given for cultur e Py 1. 
- 9 6 -
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Figure 9. The cell Morphology and Cell Orientation of Clonal 
C ultures 1 and P y 1. 
Phase contrast , x 200 . 
(a) Culture Py 1 






looked refractile , were elongateci with a tr i angular s ha{;e , and tended 
to g r ow i n netlike, random ly oriented ar rays . If culture Py 1 was n ot 
transferred when it beca.rne confluent, it& cells piled up and formed 
a r~1at several layers thick. ':'hue , the c ell morpholog y and growth 
()attern of cul ture P y l. w ere identical to those oi P y- infected , uncloned 
1:'10\::.Se emoryo cultures . 
Culture 1 :Gllo , 0 11 the other hand, looked flat , wer e si:nilar 
in s h ape \:o freshl y isolated cello , and tende d t o g row side - by-aide i n 
p arallel bundles rather than in a netlike array. F or the firat eighteen 
to t,nenty weeks, cultu!'e 1 s howed re&ulated g r owth . I 1t this time , 
however, it w a s noted that a confluent pla t e of culture 1 shov;ed discrete 
areas of z.nultilayered gro w t h; after a few more transfers of tKK~i s l i ne, 
confluent p lates showed g e nera lized non --regulat ed growth . In spit..:: 
of the acquisition of a non-regula.ted growth p attern, the c ella of 
culture 1 retained their o~ienl:eci cell a rrangcr.nent . The morpho logy 
of the c elle wac 'i:hat o:f rather ahort, broa d fib1·oblasts ( F ig . 9b}, quite 
unlike that of l y- t ransformecl cella . 
The observation t hat a clonal c ulture s h ows the san"'l e general 
behavior after ·?y infection aEJ do uncloned r.nouse e~-nbryo cultures 
renders doubtful the hypothesis that the de lay i n tranEJfOl·ma.tion following 
~~y infection is due to th~ low frequency o f t ransforma ble variante i n 
the population . :-Iowever , if it i s cU:>Gumed t h at transformable variants 
oKrib>~ frequently hl the p o p ulation by m utation , i\: coul d then b e a rgued 
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t h at culture 1 had , by chance, as low a. propor tion of transformable 
variants as have unc~one :l mouse embryo J?Opulations . Therefore, 
further e..:per i ment:'!l w e re needed t o ~t"tDlKle out thi e hypothesii!l . 
The rO?.pi d o cc.:urrence of spontaneous c~1angca in culture l 
raised arwthe r type of que sHon concerning ?y- induc ed t:r a neformation: 
i.e ., whether Py transformation is du e: to an induced cell c hange 
following infection of a cell ·c,ith the ·virus o r due t o celection of a 
r.>pontaneously c han ged cell . 
~ K :.:"urt hGX" t' tudies o n 'T ranoforrr;a.tion in C lonal .Cul ture& 
In view of thcce a:rgu:n e nts . H s e emed de t>irable , on the cne 
hand, to e xte nd the studies of the neoplaot:i. c transformation of clonal 
cultures to a m uch larger number of cultures and, on the other hand, 
to bro~Kden th(; approach by using celln derived frorn an inbred n~ouse 
a train. T he latter precaution allows the otudy of <.tn additional 
criterion of transfornHttion , both :;·~KK_;Induced and Gpontaneouu : t:un-wr 
production ~Kn_ t h e animal. 
':'he s tudies were primarily d e sianeci to tcs'i: the previously 
p rcaen'Ced hypothesis of " tTanoformaole vadants" with the addH 1.onal 
a osumption that transiormabl<i! variants c;;.n ariee by mutaHon cluring 
th e g r owth of a ckme . This hypothe:sis can be tested by observing the 
time ~nterval between infe ction and transforn1 a tion in clonal cultures : 
this i nterval should depend on the frequency o f transformabl e variants 
in the clonal culture . Ii the va:d@.nte a.r ose by m utation and were not 
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etrongly selected agc.inst, then t~Dleir frequencies ought to fluct•.late wide l y 
from clone to clon e. {9 0) The critical finding in t.'1is teat io the prelJence , 
anlong th~ various c;oncs , of a clcne w hich trnnoformo n1uch more 
:.:-apidly than the average ow:i.ng to R n early occu.rrer.ce of the mutation. 
In t h is experiment , a number of uninfected clonal lines were c-.leo 
observed in o!"der to detec~ and r.;tudy spcntancouoly occurring chanzee . 
The cxperir.:1ent \<'aG initia ted with 3. aL1g l e en1bryo of the 1'- /3n 
strain , cxplanted in vit:to . C~ll auapensions f.>btained from t h i P..! h.,.itial 
culture were p lated for colonies at one and tv.·o weekt:'l &iter explantation 
fron'l the animal. Fifty colonies were picl~ed and grown into clonal 
culture~ of six to ten million celle . !?lateo of each clone containing 
two million cells were then infected with j.-:.y at a multiplicity of 10 pfu/ 
cell. Control plate s wer e treated w ith m edium under i dentical con-
ditions . Thereafter, the infected and uninfected portions o£ each clone 
were kept separate but were :Daintained under the same regi:mc . The 
infected subline of each clone is designated by the prefix "Py" before 
the clone number . 
The infected and the uninfecte<.l cuH:ure 3 were Gcann€C. micro-
scopic ally every two or three days in order to c heck cell n orphclogy, 
zrowth pattern , growth rate a n d virus -induced cell degeneration. ':'he 
supernatant 1nediun1 was regularly assayed for virus . Sor1le of t he 
un:i.nfected and infected c1.tltures were implanted into adult a nimalc; of 
the s ame inbred otrain. The results , preeented in Table lZ , "•;ill be 
cx::>.r!>ined below . 
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Table 12. Some P roperties of Py-Infected and Uninfected C lonal 
Mouse Lines 
The clonal lines were m aintained with cloning medium. 
Note (D: Clones w ere numbered serially, but only certain clones were 
maintained in culture. Numbers p refix ed by "Py" designate 
P y infected sublines . 
No te ®: The recovery time of an infected culture is defined as the t i me 
between infection and the first subculture .(in weeks). 
kote~ Non-P egulated (Non - F eg . ) and regulated (reg . ) g rowth patterns 
are described in the G lossary. Briefly, a plate i s kept for 7 
to 10 days after the c ells have grown to confluency with regular 
fluid changing . If, at this time, brown, raised areas are seen 
upon macrosc opic and m icr o s copic inspection, the c u lture is 
said to h ave a Non-reg. growth pattern. If the c ells have 
remained in a m on o layer , the culture is sai d to have a regu -
lated growth pattern. 
Note® P. morphologically t ransformed culture (see G lossary) i s one 
in whic h the majority of the cells possess the triangular 
shape, h i gh refractility and r andom cell orientati on c harac ter-
istic of transformed cells. P 11 morphologically transformed 
cultures show Non -reg . growth. 
Note G): Unless n oted, mi c e were given 4 25 r of X -ir r adiation and in-
jected s~bcutaneously with 0 . 1 cc of a suspension containing 1. 5 
to 6 x 10 cells . (See Methods .) T he results are e xpressed a s 
number positive over number o f mice injected. Mice were 
judged to be positive if they bore a palpable tumor by 10 wks . 
after injection . Mice developing tumors after thi s period are 
specifically noted. T he .mice were observed for a t least 10 
wks . after injection . 
Note®: .P. walnut-sized tumor is one w ith an average linear dimension 
of a pproximately 3 em. 
Note <!): Cell line froze n and thawed before infection (see Methods) . 
Note@: Py 7 6" w as m aintained in E agle's medium . 
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kote ~ Tumors arose more than 10 weeks after implantation in 
mice inoculated . with cell lines Py 104 and Py 181. 
Note@: .An autopsy of the mouse inoculated with Py 140 showed a 
large , firm whitish tumor in the liver. 
Note@: C l 27 (clone 27) was a virus -free clonal subclone of line 
Py 143. 
Note @: Py 143 (at ZO wks . after infection), Cl 27, and Py 143, w ere 
injected into unirradiated mice. 
Note@: P y 160 and P y 204 were injected after freezing a nd thawing 
of the infected cell line. 
Note 3: The time scale i s reckoned as "weeks after explantation" for 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1. Chang(!!J in infected clonal iineo 
The clonal cultur..::!O were i nfected with viruo between eix and 
oixt.:::en weeks after ti1e <n·iginal OXi_)la ntation from t:lc animal. ?orty-
nine out o! 50 t~otcd culturcc;; unde:-•.'Jent a llteady atate period of 
extcnoive cell killing and .:bund<:..nt virue proliferation. at least three 
w::eko in du.ration. during which t:i1ey could not be l3ubcultured. In all 
cultures ouscep\:ibie to l h e cytocidal effects of ::?y. cella capable cf 
p1·odu ciP-g n.reau of non-reg'I.Aiated growth aroee . This occurred in 
n1oot but not in all ca.se:> within three week:; after the firat r;ubculture . 
bui; never be::fo:r e fou.:- weeks after infection . In all but two cases, the 
non-re~ulate<l cultures were over~rown by morphologically-transformed 
cella within one to four 'i.Veeks after the areao of non-regulated growth 
were first oboerved . 
'1'he length of the cteatly ~:~tate period was variable: the cultures 
which recovered n1o st rapidly from the cy-tocidal effects of infection 
could be r,;ubcuJ.tured nt three w~eka I but some required a tnuch longer 
t i me . '!'he main causeG of t!-!is variability are not known, but one clone 
{121) responded in sucb a '\<.1ay as to euggeat that aenetically virus 
resistant vc.rianta in the cell p oi_:n::.lation c a n play a role in the response 
of the culture to i nfection . The cultures of this line responded to P y 
i nfection with neither marked cell degeneration, nor tranoformation: 
they continued to gro'J'J reguh:,rl·f after infection ao shown by the over-
11 .. tll curv {r,1· '"' l 0 ) V1"-.:-ua was continually produced also in n gro,: e -· 1:;; • • • -
- 110-
F igure l v . C vc :<.":lll G rowth (;urv-e of Culture f y 121 . 
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this culture, although the amount of cell d egeneration was s m all. 
Thus , the resistance oi the cells to the virus was not absolute , and 
a ~table virus ca>.rrier state was established . The single cycle virua 
y-ield of the cells of this clone a fter i nfection at an input multip licity 
of l 00 pfu Ice 11 w as less than 1% th at of o ther cloned or uncloned 
cultures. 
2 . C!la nges in uninfedted clonal lines 
Changes in growth rat e , in cell orientation and n ]orphology, 
and i r.. gr oY!th ~attern •.;.;e re:: OOServe cl i n the uninfc c tcd linea . r.fhe 
growth rate o f all cloneo c arried i n v-itro for longer \:han 16 w eeks 
\'Iable 13) iiDlCr ~ Clsed by a factor of two t o f i vl! durint;; this pe::iod . T he 
ce~l orientation in several older clonal c ultures becc.me more clis-
o :nlcrly . Di.oorder usually inc :.o.-eased gradually and di ci not bc c o:ne 
extrcr:ne . F owevl!r , two c u l tures acqui:K:~e d the mo:::ph ologicnl 
characterictics of : ::-y-infecteu cultures: ra.:.1dcm c ell o rientation and 
t:d angular, refractile cell n"'.orpholor;y . 
l · ::non g the oeventcen clonal lin~z thc:.t ,-; cX"e carried i :-rt v i tro for 
longer t ha:r. >i x teen ·w e:ekc; ~D:Dab l e l3 ) , e leven acqui:-ed a n.on - rersulated 
g r owth pattern. ':he t i:r,e at which thi c change VJa o firot o~served was 
as ea.:-ly a::; fifteen w e ek • Six of the clone;;; s n o \:led 1· egulateu gr·ov1th 
wh n t~~ey Wel ' e discontinued • 
.... ., c oi;.all tnta::-~1ine t he s ignificance of ::h eae l"4Hmlts for t h e two 
hypotheoes already advanc ed , t h at of the t r nnoform a ble VE'.riants , and 
- 1 13 -
1 a b le 13 . Charact8risl:ics o f 3:. o n g Term C lonal Cultures . 
In this table \•Je :1ave cKb dtr~Kcted data fr ·:-,m 'I able 12 w h i c h 
pertain to the ch,\racteristicn of thoe~ clonal cn lture~ th2.t wer e 
o t scrved for more than si:dccn weeks afte r explantation fro m t h e 
anin;al. 
- 114-
T able 13 
·~ No . of wl: c . No . of wks. 
in vitro in vitro 
Clone when- when ML growth Final cell Results of 
No . infected was observed morpholos:y implantation 
Inf. Control Inf. Control lnf. Control 
70 17 21 24 T r Untr 1/1 1/1 
71 15 19 25 Untr Untr NT 1/1 
76' 11 18 >25 T r Untr Oil 0 / 1 
85 16 26 > 26 Untr Untr 0/1' 0/ 1 
87 >25 Untr 0 /1 
131 15 23 22 Tr Untr 1/1 0/ 1 
140 11 18 15 Tr T r 1/1 0/1 
143 7 13 ) 22 Tr Untr 3/3 0/2 
150 16 20 23 Tr Untr 1/1 1/1 
161 10 19 >27 Tr Untr 1/1 1/1 
17 1 11 15 >16 Tr Untr 1/1 NT 
181 7 17 21 Unt r Untr 0/1 NT 
182 9 14 19 Tr Untr 1/1 NT 
210 10 18 19 Tr Untr N T NT 
221 9 18 21 Tr Untr 1/1 1/1 
222 16 Untr 1 I 1 
224 9 16 22 Untr T r N T 1/1 
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that of the oelection of spontaneous transiormed variant3 . Yle s hall 
con sider in t h e first place the relevance of the failure of fi nding r apidly 
transformable clones to the hypothesio o f t ran s forma b l e varian ts. 
Thi s result, tak e n a t face valuz, would show that transformable 
variants do not exist. There ar e , however, several condition s under 
which the tran s fo rmable variants m i ght not ha ve been detected b y the 
experi m e nt if they existed. These conditions are: ( 1) the low probability 
c)£ occurrence o f a mutation leading to transtor t"!la b le varia n ts; ( 2.) k illing 
of the early transf ormed cello by rei nfection with Py ; a nd (3) codra -
selection o f tran siorr!lable vari.ants . F urthe r expcrimentG are required 
to test the r ole of these condition s. 
The relevance of the results so fa r obtained to the aelection 
h yp othesis can be d i s cerned as follows . At first sight, the a s sociation 
of mor phological transformation with virus i nfection ( T a ble 13) s eem s 
to Dpeak agai nst selectio n ; this i s n o t s o , however , b ecause the 
tran!:)for m ed rnorphology could be a secondar y cha racteristic of Py -
:l"esistant cells which tend to become selec ted for during the steady -
state period. I n fact, a sim ilar phenome n on has been d iscovered i n 
a different s yste m : BeLa cell rnutants which a re resistant to i nfection 
with p olio virus frequently possess an unusual morphology as well. (() !) 
The oboervation that a non-regulate d growth pattern u sually a ppears 
earlie r a nd more reproducibly i n infec ted th an. i n uninfected sublines 
of the same clone (Table 13) could also be explain e d i n the san'Je way. 
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eowev~rI more decisive evidence on the ~>election hypothesis 
wae ob~~ined fron: the l:l~udy of the tranoplantability of infected and 
uninfected cell line s which will be considered in the nc·d oection . 
3 . T he transplantability of uninfected and infected c e ll lines 
P difference was found between the transplantabili t y of uninfected 
and of P y infected cultures . i mon~ t~·te t h irteen uninfecteci lines tea ted 
( Table 13 ) , there was a definite , but not aboo lut:e corre lation. between 
the a cquisition of a non-regulat ed growth pattern and the a bility to 
g i ve rioe to a tumor upon imp lantation. In fact , s even of tb.c t hirteen 
linea were transplantable . Cne (line 161) of s ix line s showing regulated 
g r owtb. produced tumors , and six of e i g h t lines showi n g non - re3ulatcd 
growth produced tumor o . in evalunKtin~ the finding Ulat a culture w ith. 
a regulated growt h pattern. produced a tu-:nor , it should b e c onsidered 
that a tumor can result iron• the growth of a very email propo~tiKon 
of i:urnorogenic cells in t h e population. F or this reason, tumorogeriic 
c ells :.:ni ght have been p resent i1:1 line 161 altho ugh they were not 
detectable . Inasn·:uch ae thi s line i s no longer availab le, we c.. re 
une.ble to test thirs possibility . 
.f. strildngly d ifferent behavior was found in the i nfected 
clonal line a in whidl there was v i rtually no c orrelC!.tion between n·on -
regulated g ro\•v t:h and transplan.tability. O nly a little over half o f the 
for t y tested cell lines were ab l e to induce turno~oI even ti1ough almost 
all showed non - regulated g rowth and w ere composed of m or pholog ically-
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transform ed cells {Table lC.). Thus, tranoplar..tability i s not necessa r ily 
associated with Py -induced transfor mati.on. 
The results indicate that so:r.ne iurther change must occur, i n 
addition to the acquisition of a non - regulated growth pattern and of 
m orphologically transformed cells, before the i nfected lines become 
transplantable. This finding is substantiated b y the results o f experi -
r.nents with the uncloned, parental culture (PyA/ t.) . This culture was 
overgrown with rtlOrphologically transformed cella within eiGht weeks 
aiter it was infected . N everthele ss, impl antation tests performed at 
var iou.s times after transfor~nation h a d occurred did not give a 
positive result until nineteen weeks aiter infection . 
In order to assess the significance of this findin g , it must be 
recognized that a positive rein-1plantation test is much r.nore significant 
than a negative result. A positive result is evidence th..at the cell lin e 
in que stion has acqui r ed a new property: the ability to grow auton o rnously 
in vivo. A negative result, on the contrary, does not show that this 
property is absent: in fact a negative result could follow from a number 
o£ causes , of which sornc may be irrelevant to the response of the 
cells to the regulatory influences of the host. P rirne among these 
causes is the possibility of a n imr..:mne reaction b y the host directed 
against a foreign antigen of the graft. This possibility must be 
considered very .:;eriously since, as will be shown later, transplantabl e, 
Py - transformed cells have acquired a new, specific 
-11 8 -
antigen. That the imrrn:mo::- rc21.ction can decreaoe the transplantability 
of infected linea is :Jho,.'Jn b y t :'le observation that two lineo (Py 16i and 
!?y 182) out of fiv·e infected lines tested produced tumoro in irradiated 
mice but failed to produce them in unirradiated animals . This result 
ouggests tr ..at these lines differed antigenically from the hosts . Whether 
the failure of transplantation experiments with other infected lines in 
irradiated ani n:rK1l~ v;as due to inefficie nt suppression of the immune 
response by irradiation is unltnown. 
Since the infected lin~s were all virus carrier cultureo , the 
immunologi c a l defenses of the hoots could have been enhanced in 
some cases by the virus i njected with the c e lls . Thio poeeibility was 
tented e-,:perirr.ent<!l.lly by curing two non - transpla ntab le liners (Py 130 
and !?y 159) of viruo . This w a0 done by a combination of passage at 
iow cell concentrations and treatment with antiviral medium . The 
cured lines were found still unable t.o produce tumors upon implanta-
tion; thus the rol e o f the carried viruo cannot be too important . 
O n t he bas i s o f the previouo considera.tiono and findings, one 
IYJay suspect t h at the infected linea to b ecome transplantable must 
acquire some additional chances , in additi on to t!1.e loss of renponiJe 
to regulatory influences of the host . Fer instance , the infected line 
may h ave to acquire a decrea6ed oeneitivity to the immunological 
defenses of the host . It is conc eivable that the morphological 
cha.racter::. for transformation aG previoucly defined are adequate to 
detect t he loss of response to regulat ory influences but not the other 
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additional changes . It is therefore reasonable t o search for other in 
vitro cha racters able to revea l these additional change a by th l!ir 
corre lation with tranaplantabi lity . 
This wao d one with a number of lines which w ere selected ae 
represe ntat ive of variou:; claoseo. These lines w ere c elected o n t he 
baais o f t he followin3 c ri t erk (".Cable 14): L inec 70 and 150 were 
c hooen because they seemed typical ::Jf uninfe cted culture s t h at had 
acquired transplantability . 1:··ive lines were oelected among the 
transpla.ntable , P y transforn:-,ed. lines at:J representative of variou s 
classe s . Py 161 gav e r ise t o tumore only after a long latent period; 
the other four lin e o produced rapidly growing tumors with a s hort 
l ntent period . Of these , c lone 27 was a virus free line grown fr t.">m a 
single cell of line P y i43 . :Fi nally, two line s - - Py 130 and P y 159 
represented Py transformed , but non-transplantab l e line s . 
,_. St udies on the in vitro Characteristics of Selected T r ansformed 
Cell Lines 
The lines were c h aracterized by the i r cloning efficien cy, 
c o lonial morpho logy and the cell denoity attained by crowded plat ea 
( s aturation dt~nsityF K The re oulta of these studies are present ed in 
Table 14. 
It can be seen that there ar0 m arked d i fference s between trans-
plantable and non- transplantable lines in several of the characteristic ~ 
studied. The cloning efficiencies o f the transplantable lines are five 
-120-
'Iable 14 . The :K:-:~roperties of the C ell Lh'les Selected for F urther Study . 
"~he data for the firot thr..:;e columr.ls of t:1io table are tak.cn 
fro!'n Tnbh! 12. D~Dhe cells -.. . ·ere: cloned as deGcribed i n is~ethode K The 
t~::KKt fo1· natura~ion density w:::1.13 p~r!ormed 2.0 follows : :::Div~ x 105 c ella 
of the line to be teotcd ·were plated on a 6 5 mm petri dis:·! . ~the cellc 
•.rJcre fh.tid c hanged :res;ula:dy, and t~s!D:!l I ;;'\iter they had grown t o con-
fl'-lency, they wertK~ dispe!·aed by trypoin and coDylnt~d in the l~errKo-
cytor.1et er . ~·he cells of lines "':'y 130 and Py 159 were counted abc days 
after t:~ey h~-Kd grown to co;:lf!uency, and t!.1e cello of the other lines 
teeted were connt ed ut fo':.l:r da7o after t ::tey h::.d grown to confluency. 
The r-eason for tbio i o ~!1at the cell sheets fo;:med by t heBe latter lines 
~-;Iad a ten dency to detach from t:b.c ::,1late ;;.fter pxolon~ed incubation. 
Note(]): Definitiono of the te!'mo uBcd to describe c olonial m o rphology 
are giver.. in the Glostw.ry c~~ce::;;C for the terw "piled" which 
is de scribed in the text {see aleo :::-'ig . ll) . 
Note@ N . T . = not tried. 
Note(} C lone 27 is a virus free line derived fro:r.z: n. singl(! cell of 
line P y 14 3. 
Note@ Lines :..".)y 161 and :.;·y 182 wK~re transplantable V"lith difficulty 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































t o ten times those of the non-tranoplantable lines . In addition , the 
!incG of the two groupo forr.::1 colonies of different typea . T he cells 
of the transplantable lineG tend to form densely heaped up colonies in 
which t h e cells see ::-:1 to grow equally well in contact with the subB\:rate 
or on top of neighborin~ cell::>. K~K~os t of these colonies are visi b le to 
the naked eye at seven days aftex· plating C~D""ig K lla and b) . On the 
contre?.ry, the cells of the non- \: ra:neplc.nt a.bl e lines make colo nies 
which a r e r...-mch less heaped up { DK:~ig K llc anc d) . The cells tend to 
grow in a rather loose, netlilce configuration. a..nd do not form a many-
laye:-:ed felt . These colonie;; are invisible t o tht: na!.-ced eye , unle eo 
stained, at seven c1.::-.ys after pla 'l::ing , hut acquire a much thicker . 
piled~up a ppearance by t wo weekc; ( " piled" colonies). 
Line Py 161 ic gomewhat a'Cy-t-')ical since it gave r i se -t o hetero -
geneouc; colony types. P-.bout P~yg of these colonies were identical to th e 
dense cloneD of the ·1the r transplant~ble line s . It i e likely that only 
these cells gave rise to t1..nnorous growth when transplanted, since 
the latent r>eriod for tumor production with the cells of this line was 
l ong . 
The oatnre.tion denoity w ae d etermined by countin g t he cella in 
maos cultu reD which were incubated for several dayo paat the time 
they became c onfluent. The trano~;lantaKble cultures re:ached Baturation 
7 denGitiee of 2 x 10 cells per plate ; in non-transplantable lines , it did 
not exc eed 4 x 106 celle pe:r p late . 
-123-
Figure 11. 
(a) Photograph of a plate containing "dense 11 colonies (left) 
and of a plate con taining "piled" colonies (right). Stained 
with methylene blue . 
(b) M icrophotograph of "den se" colonies appearing in (a) . 
X 20 







,.:.'hece studies :;how that marked differenc es i n behavio r i n vitro 
cio exist between transfe;rrnet! lines of c!ifferent transplantability. The 
observations agree wii~ s imilar observations made with my~tranoformed 
l 11 (65 , 66) ~ - b" - c ' b t" h :la :rrJster ce s . ~ ro::n t11e con'1, 1nat1on o .. tilese o se r va·1ons t e 
following gencr""lization can b e derived: that the ability of a P y- infected 
cell line t u g row autono:K:noa~ly ~!: vi.:=:? results from the :oresence in it 
of cells whic h are able to for.n1 dense c olonies i n vitro • .f. o in the 
c ase of the !=Dy-~ransformed ha.;.-:r1Gtc:c cells also in the mouse oyotem 
these c ells could arise a s a result of some !Dlecond~ry chnnge in 
cultures of cells primarily t:ray;sfo;:>med by the viruo which are not 
themselve::> a b l e to produce tumors . ~~-he role of the ee c ondary 
change ::.-Jay be mainly tha.t of rendering the cell lese susceptible to 
the immunological defense!:: of the host . 
D . P r esence of the :t='y - npccific Pntigen in the T ran:'3formed L ineo 
The resultu co fa::: obtained indicate that e1.c r e is some 
.fundamental difference b etween infe<;t ed and uninfected transformed 
l i nes that affects their tra.nsplantability. The presence of a ?y-
incluced antigen in the infe cte d transformed cells (56 ) strongly suggests 
that the :rr1ain differenc e bet--w een the two typeo of lines io the presence 
or absence of the antigen. !:::xperirnents were therefore carried out 
to test the genera lit y of the differenc es . · 
She' lines , two uni nfected and fot'.r infected , were tested for 
t he P y specific antigen by comparing their transp lantability into 
~Krirua-frac and into virus immunized anir!lals ( see Methods) . The re -
-126-
oults of these ezperimenta, \'".Jh.id1 are reported in Table 15, can be 
summ arized as follows: (<::) .t.lthougn t h e number of mice used in 
these tests YlaB pf~all I t:he infected c e ll lines showed definite evidence 
of decreased transplantability and retarded crowth in viru:;;- infected 
animals; the magnitude of thiG effect is similar to that observed by 
1 k (54, 55 , 56) ( . . 'Th "nf ' 1" d"d ' "d ot_'!er wor crs . i.lJ .• e un1 ed:eo. 1nes 1 not e.1ow ev1 ence 
of decreased trnneplantability in iorrmnined mice; therefore , lines 
that acquired t ::c-aneplantab:i.lity '.:;•ithouC virus infection do not poE:sess 
the vi:;.·us specific antigen; this result also ohows that the effect of 
viru;: infection on the 'i:rnnspl.c:mtabili t y of the infected lines ca.nnot: be 
due to some nonspecific effect, 5nch as on t l1e i rr.munolozical apparatus 
of the host . (c) f~l1munity to the infected lines was induced in the 
animals by injection of purified virus, GO that any suspicion that 
resiGtance itl i nduced by non-viro.l materials present in the lysate can 
be ruled out. {d) :~"he antigen hao been retained in the lines t..i1rouch a 
clonal isolation (clone 27); thia :findinc ougget:ltG t hat most of the celle 
in transfor:ned cultures posaeos tb.e antigen. lv':ore work will be needed 
to est:::.blish t hi s point , however . (e) The antigen could be demonstrated 
even in a line which hac 10\:;• traneplantability in unirradiated mice 
(line Py 182) by irre.diating Eome of t he host mice before injection of \ 
cells and by injectine unusually large numbers of cells (Table 15). 
~:~hese reoulto tend tc suppo!·t the gener alization that the infected 
trnnsforn:ed lines possess the Py - specifi c antigen, whereas the 
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'fable 15 . '.:.'umor Incidence and Tumor G rowth i n virus~mmunized 
?y- i mrnuni:zed mice w ere r;i ven three weekly subc:1taneous 
injecti~nd of 5 x 10 7 pfu of virus . ViruG free mice were cage mate3 
or litter mutes of the virua- tl':'eated m ice. Inoculations of cell 
!.luopensions were g iven subcutaneo-:.1aly at four to five 'lr;eeks after 
the l c.st virus injection. '?he :mice W<:!rc ins?ected every four to 
oeven days for at least sixty days and tumore~I if present. were 
r.""lea.auTed with calipers . ~he "average tumor diameter " ia the mean 
of two different rneas'-!rernents . 
a) Tumor incidence at two month~ after inoculation: rihe 
fina.l tumor incidence is given aG the number of tumor-bearing m ice 
over the number injected for each [;froup of recipients . 
b) G rowth of tumoro : ':'he a.verage tumor diameter is given 
a3 a function of time a fter inj~ction for the lowest tested cell d o se . 
that produced 1MM~~~ tumors in non-virua treated animals . 
Note(} 
N ote@ 
The m ice rcc.a1V1ng Py 182. were i;,.·radiated with a who l e body 
dose oi 425 -:-: on the same day they were grafted with tumo1·. 
The ·•nn~Kl" tu;.nor incidence fo:r the m ice injected w i t h Py 18Z 
cells i::J the tumor incicience at fifty days after in jection. 
-12.8-
a) T umor Incidence at Two Months after Inoculation 
Cell Number o f T umor incidence 
line cells injected Mice at two months 
70 2.xi06 Py-infe cted 5/5 
2.x105 
Virus F ree 5/5 
P y-infected 2./3 
2.xi04 
Virus F ree 3/ 3 
P y-infected 1/2. 
Virus Free 0/2. 
150 106 Py-infected 4/4 
105 
Virus F ree 4/4 
Py-infected 4 / 4 
104 
Virus F ree 4/4 
Py- infected 1/2. 
Virus F ree 0/2. 
Py 143 106 Py - infected 0/4 
105 
Virus F ree 3/4 
Py-infected 1/4 
104 
Virus F ree 4 / 4 
Py-infected 0/4 
Virus Free 2/3 
Clone 27 106 Py-infected 2/3 
105 
Virus F ree 4/4 
Py-infected 1/3 
104 
Virus F ree 4 / 4 
Py-infected 1 /7 
Virus F ree 7/7 
Py 150 106 Py-infected 2/5 
105 
Virus Free 5 / 5 
Py-infect ed 2 / 5 
Virus l<~ree 5/5 
Py 182. 4xl06 Py-infected 0/3@ 
Virus F ree CD 2/3 
Py-infected (Irrad. ) 0/2. 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































uninfected transformed liner. do not. They ther efore afford a very 
strong argunent ;:.ga.inGt the hyrJothesio that Py- induced tra::tsfo:!'mation 
i e due to the selection of opon tanE:;ouoly altered cell:s . T his concluF.:ion 
appears e ~pecially strong for caser; in 'A•hich an uninfected and an 
infected line derived frc.m the aa.l'r'e cell (ouch B.lil 150 and ?y 150) 
showed a difference in ant:ieenicity. 
'Fe ilo not wioh to claim , however , that the eelection of spon -
taneously occurri ng changeo play:J no ::: ole in the n.eoplnstic tranofor -
rnntion of Py- infectcd cultures . Drhi~ subjec t will be conaider~d in 
greater detail in the discuneion . 
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DISCUSSION 
A . Recapitulation of Results 
The results obtained in this thesis and their significance can be 
outlined as follows. The quantitative studies on the infection of mouse 
embryo cultures with Py have shown that the proportion of virus pro -
ducers and the proportion of cells killed in cultures infected at high in-
put multiplicity are smaller than expected . The descendants of cells 
surviving infection at high multiplicities are similar to uninfected cells 
in cell m orphology, growth pattern, and sensitivity to reinfection. 
These findings suggest that the mouse embryo c ell population contains a 
fraction of cells with a lower than average probability of bei ng infected 
by Py. The resistance of these c ells to infection is probably not of 
genetic origin, but is determined by a transient, physiological state 
of the cells. 
If virus growth is allowed to continue unhindered for many 
generations in the population of survivors, h owever, a new type of c ell--
the transformed cell-- appears and overgrows the culture . These 
transformed cells are not necessarily malignant in the animal, since 
in many cases they do not give rise to a continuously growing tumor 
upon implantation into an isologous host . It is only after continued in 
vitro cultivation that m a ny transformed cell lines acquire the property 
of transplantability. Transplantability is associated with special 
growth properties detectab le in vitro. 
-!P~-
Anoth er noticea."ole result obtained is the converse of the o n e 
just ;.nention.ed: ::nouBc cells, i;::, the absen ce of deliber ate virus 
in.fecti.on , f requen tly acquire a i"!On - regulated growth p attern . In 
gene:ral , there waa a correla tion, i n uninfec ted cultures . between 
non- re:Jula\:ed growth a nd the a!Ji!ity to give rise to a tumor t.1pon 
i :::'1plantation . The correlation b et:ween the!!!_~ a nd in~ propcrtie:J 
of both un.infected a nd inf ected cells lines is complex and interesting 
f.or e'.n under standi ng of the proces s of turv~or formatioa b y virt1Se8 . 
The delay e d app earanc e of transform ed cell s in infected 
cultures and the occurrence oi chan ges in uninfected cultures rai ae 
the question o f whether the -;;ra.nsior ming action o f the virtts i s due to 
:lnd.J.ction of cell chanc;e cr t o selection o! spontaneously c h a nge d cell s . 
':i'ra nspla nt.able c0ll s a r ieing in i nfected cul ttlres were found to h a ve a 
n e•.>.• antigen which was a bse nt i n those arising i n tminiected cuh:ures . 
Thi s fact a nd other ieat:ures of the tra.nsforrr1atio;.1 process suggeat 
-;;.hat ti.1e trai"!Sior m ing action oZ the virus i :J due to the induction of cell 
cha 11ge a nd n o t to ~gelectionK 
O ther possible explanations for th e delayed appearance of tra n3 -
f:or ;_.ned cells in i nfected c clKtu!·~ s have also b een c onsidered: the reeu.lt::; 
obtained suggest t h a t the d elay i n transformation is not primarily due 
to the delayed expre·Joion of the transformed character or to the low 
fr equency of tran::Jformable variants pr eexicting i n the cell povulation. 
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B . Discussion of Results 
The results on the proportion of virus yielding cella in freshly 
infected cultures qualitatively confirm those reported by Winocour 
and Sachs. <43 ) These workers used antiviral flourescent antibody to 
determine the number of cells in which virus was synthesized. How-
ever, the multiplicities of infection used in their experiments are not 
known since they did not use uniform conditions for adsorption of the 
virus to the cells . Therefore , the present results cannot be compared 
exactly with their results . The highest proportion of infective centers 
observed in the present study was SMo/o~ Vdnocour and Sachs found 80o/o. 
These observations show that a fraction of the cell population has a 
lower than average probability of being converted into virus producers 
upon exposure to virus. Thi s conclusion is supported b y the results of 
single cell yield experiments in which the proportion of cells releasing 
virus was also lower than expected. 
P similar conclusion derives also from the relationship between 
proportion of cells killed and multiplicity of infection: it has been shown 
in this work that 20o/o to 30o/o of the clone forming cells in mouse embryo 
cultures were able to survive infection at input multiplicities of 
500 pfu/ cell. This finding suggests that a substantial fraction of the 
cell population has a lower than average probability of being killed 
upon exposure to h i gh concentrations of virus. 
In comparing the proporti on of cell s killed with that of cells 
forming infective centers we assume that every cell which is killed 
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by virus i s a v irus producer. Thi s i:.; not known with certainty , how -
e ver: i n p articular , it i s n o t e:>~cluded that certain cells m a y be killed 
without producing virus. The refore, the prop{~·tion o f cells k illed m a y 
exceed that of i nfe c ti v e center s a t the same multiplicity of infection. 
The result~F of the infective center cxperirne nts could be inter -
preted in a d ifferent way; namel y , that all cells in cultures e xpos ed to 
h i gh concentrations o f v i rus b ecome virus p 1·odu cer s , but that a 
fraction o f the m does not r egister as infective cent ers b ecause t h e y 
p1: oduce v irus too lat e to initiate plaques. This i n terpretation i s 
ouggested by the follo\-"Jing finding s of Rubin with R S V: ( 19) o:.'ll y a 
s rnall pro portion {c. ! Oo/o) of the cells of cultures i nfected with R SV 
at high viru~:cell ratios i s able to produce f oci when t hey a re rJlated 
i:r~1rKoediately after infection on focus assay cultures. If the plating oi 
the infected cultur e t:J i g delayed, however, the proportion of fo cus 
for m i ng cello i n creases substantially . The explanation of this 
phe n o m enon lie s in the fac t that as the initial cell density of focus 
assay cultures increases, the nurnber of foci forrned i n the cultu res 
a i ter v irus infection decrea t:~es I posGibly as a result of c h a nged phy sio -
logical condi tions in the denser cultureG . T his decrease i n th e sensi -
tivity of RSV assay cultures suggests that if a f o cus is not i nitiated soon 
after i nfection , it will n ot be detected at all. Rubin concluda s , th erefore, 
that {1) freshly infected cells Ghow a variable delay b e fore they becorne 
able to initiate a focu s a nd ( -') i n cubating an i nfect ed culture before 
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plating its cella fo r focus for!"o er s incrcae5es the p robability that an 
infecte d cell wil l initiate a focus on the assay plate soon after p lating . 
f:·. n interpretation of thie kind is not likely to hold fo r the ?y-
m ouse embryo syl:ltem for the: following rea.sono: (1) Incubation of the 
cells until seventy-two hours after i nfection did not inc rease the 
propor tion of cells releasing virus in a singl e cell yield experiment; 
in general, ther e w a s no correlation between the proportion of c ells 
regis~ering as infective centers and the time of plating from fi ve to 
twenty hourc after i nfectiol'l; ( 2 ) The plateau ob!Jerved in t he propor -
tion of cello killed vs . MC:I curve cannot be explained simply by a 
delay in t he cyt ocidal effect of the virus and (3) The !;i ze of Py pla.queo 
incr e ases fot· many dayo a f ter th ey are first obs e r ved ; t his suggecta 
that o l d plaqu e a s say cultures r ema in senoitive to virus . 
These arguments indicate that failure to demonstrate virus 
synthesis i n 2. fr<:~Kcticn of t:':le population i s due to complete inhibition 
a nd nol: to retardation. 
~K;KK· nat factor·s determine the exis t ence and si::;e of the r e s istant 
f r a c t ion? We can consider t h e presence of resistant mutants , of 
inter fering 6ubct ances and oi Epeci al transient physi ological s t ates of 
the c e lls . 
T he evidence on the a p parently normal r e infe ctibility of the 
survivo rs of inf ection indicates that the resi stant fraction is not 
p rinci pally composed of resistant mutants . 
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.A. role of interfering eubstancec (interferon) produ ced by the 
infected cells has been suggested. (9 l) It has been s h own that Py-
infected c e ll s produce interferon and that interferon produced in 
response to infec tion with other viruses can protect c e ll s a gainst 
infection w ith Py. It seems , however , unlike ly that interferon i s the 
cause of the resistance to infe c tion observed in these experiments, 
although it may play some role in the dynamics of vir us g rowth and 
cell infec t ibility i n steady state cultures , In fac t , the resi stant 
fraction was demonstrated in cultures infected with a purified vir u s 
preparation, whic h cannot cont ain interferon , under conCitions in 
which interferon produc ed after infection could n o t play any role . 
If the r esistance is not a heritab le property o f the cells and i s 
not due to the action of interferon, it is probably determined by some 
tranoient physiological etate o f the cells . The nature of the b lock to 
virus s ynthesis in the resi s tant cells is unknown; it could li e either 
in a decreased probabi lity of ads orption or in some subsequent a tep. 
If poor adsorption it:> not the cause o f resistance , potentially infective 
virus particles must be lo st in the infected cultures by adsorption t o 
the resi stant cells , This looo could be pc.rtia lly r e sponsi b l e for the 
70:1 physical particle to pfu ratio observed in the Py aystern . <9 3 ) 
Physiologi cal resi stance to the c ytocidal effects of Py as 
observed i n m ouse embryo cella i s neith er a necessarily general 
phen01nenon nor t he exclusive typ e of :,:esistance encountered . In f a ct. 
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on one hand, Wi nocour(76 ) has reported that in infected baby m ouse 
kidney cultures, the proportion of cells degenerating and the production 
of progen y virus i& cons iderably larger than in mouse embryo cultures. 
On the other hand, Sa nford, et . a l. (94 ) and Dawe and Law(9 S) have 
obtained cultures from adult mice which s h ow a permanently greater 
resi stance to the cytocidal effects of the virus, apparently as a 
hereditary character of the cells. 
C e ll s hereditarily resis tant to the virus are also preeent or 
can arise in mouse embryo cultures , as shown by the results presented 
for clone 121 . The behavior of this clone toward Py infection is 
remarkable also in another way: in fact , this was the only one out of 
fifty tested clones which did not show any symptoms of transformation 
after i nfection. Owing to the regular occurrenc e of transformation in 
the infected clones whi c h ohowed normal susc eptibility to the cytocidal 
action of the virus, it is tempting to s uggest that there i s a correlation 
between resistance to the cytocidal effect of the virus and l ack of 
transformation. This correlation, in turn, would suggest that the 
initi ation of transformation and the i nitiation of virus production 
pro c eed to a certain extent through a common pathway whic h iB blocked 
in the resistant c ells . 
There is yet another s imilarity between the cytocidal and 
transforming interactione of Py: this is found by comparing t he re -
ported results concerning the proportion of infective centers with the 
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r esults of Stoker and A bel( 6B) concerning the proportion o f transformed 
cells in infected harnster cultures . There are two similarities betwee!1. 
th(3 two sets of results~ (1) the proportion of tranaiormed cells sa turateo 
at high virus inputs at values well b elow lOOo/o of the cell s i n the c ulture 
and(..!) the proportion of tra nsformed cells a t a given virus i nput i s 
r elatively constant within a s i ngle experirnent, but varies over a range 
greater than tenfol d from experiment to experiment . This behavior was 
also noted in the i nfective center experi ments except that the proportion 
of infective centers w a s, in general ,. ten times larger than the proportion 
oi t ransfor m ed cells . 
It is interesting that the cytocidal and tran s forming interactions 
of Py show these sim ilarities. S o m e of the similarities, such as the 
experimental variability, may be due to t echnical detaiL3 ra ther t han 
to an inherent property o f the s ys tem; all togeth e r , however, they seem 
to point t o some more profound relationship between the two phe no::-nena . 
The next question to be considered is whether the transformed 
cella found in infected cultures descend f rom cells which h a ve unde r -
gone a direct interaction with the virus. To discus s thi s question , 
we sf1.all first conside r som e alternative hypotheses for transiorrnation.. 
Two models of indirec t t ransfor rna. tion by Py will be considered. 
l n. the first model , the role of the virus would be purely p a soive , i.e., 
it would simpl y s elec t for transformed cells alr eady preexisting in the 
ti s sue fr o m which the cultures were derived. 1'his model has been 
considered and ruled out by results repor ted i n this thesis. which chov·; 
that transformatio n occurred i n i nfected clonal lines w h ich were un -
n·a n13formed before infection. 
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The second model could be described as selection plua mutation. 
It h a s been shown thnt changes to non - regulated growth occur regularly 
in uninfected cultures . In infected culturK~sI such changes might occur 
at a higher rate as an indirect reeult of vir·Lls proliferat ion. The 
typical transfor med cell moxphology, which is Go characteristic of 
Py- transformed cultures , but which appears relatively infrequently 
in uninfccted cultures, could be explained purely on the basis of indirect 
selection: the specific morphology could, i n fact, be a secondary 
attribute of cells selected for viruo resistance . 
.At this time , it is impos sible to rule out conclusively the 
eelection plus mutation hypotlleGio . This ia becauae it is difficult to 
differentiate a rarely occurring change induced by the virus fr om a 
s pontaneous mutation. The hypotheiis is, h owever , unlikely for t..lte 
following reasons . In the first place , the rapid occurrence of trans -
fo r m ation in hamster cell cultures after Py inJection and its linear doae 
response ouggest that the first event in transformation is the induction 
o i cell c~ange by a single virus particle. It is pas Dible , however, that 
tt·ansformation occurs by a different mechanism in mouse than in 
h am[;ter ti s sue . 
The second line of eviden ce comes !rom recognition that P y-
induced tumo1· s and transformed cells possess a foreign characteristic 
antigen. The P y- epecific antigen differs from the foreign antigens 
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eo:::nctimea found in non-viral tur:nors : in fact , the antigens oi 
different tumors induced by Py in animals of 'i:he same species show 
a strong c ross :reaction; whereas the antigens of tumors induce d in 
cells of the Gnme i nbred line by a given carcinogen ohow no detectable 
degree of cros.s reaction. (6 Z) This uniformity in the antigenic otructure 
of different Py induced tumors is difficult , although not i mpossible , 
to reconcile with their supposedly mutational origin . 
There are, then , h-:vo lin.! G of evidence which otrongly suggest 
that tran::sforrnation io not t '1e SG::lection of a spontant~ous cell mutant 
but is a c onsequence of the introduction of viral genes into a potentially 
transformable cell. In the caae of trans;formation in the m ouae system , 
we must enter a caveat. It is conceivable that Py-transforr.ncd mouse 
cello originated as spontaneous mutants but acquired the Py- spec ific 
antigen G>..fter a subsequent infectio::1 with the virus. Strictly speaking, 
therefore , the p...-esence of the vlrus specific antigen in transformed 
mouse cells is evidence for the occurrence of a non -cytocidal virue 
cell interaction hut not neceesarily fo:: the origination of transformation 
in such an i n t er<?.c tion . This ~vea!:_ doee not apply to transformation in 
the hamster aystem bcc:ausl! ( 1) tra.nsforma.tion here is known to occur 
aCJ t he result of a single virus -ce ll interaction and (2) there is little 
virus prolifer2?.tion and hence only a small probability of secondary 
inf.::!ction i n infected harr1::.;;ter cultures . 
In view of the conclusion that transformation i n the mou2e system 
is a dir ect result of a viruo - cell interaction, it ics noteworthy that 
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h·ansformation could not be detected after a brief exposure of 'the 
cella to virus. In t h e ne~tt paragraphs we shall consider some ex-
planations that have been advanced to explain the delay in the appearance 
of transformed cellB . 
.A . Delayed Integration 
Vogt and Du1becco(44 ) proi)osed that most of the surviving cells 
in infected mouse embryo cultures had been infected with virus . The 
tu.:ooci.ation of the viruo genome with thea~ c ells waa metaGtable: it 
cou ld either enter i nto a phase of rapid replication which resulted in 
c~ll lysio , or it could enter i nto a a t able , integrated r elatio nship with 
t h e cell, analogous to lysogeny, which resuH:ed in transformation. In 
order to explain the continuous high level of virus production and the 
u elayed appearance of transformation in steady state cultures , it was 
p ostulated that t he meta stabl e virus - cell relationship could per sist 
for some t ime and ti'lat the frequency of integration was low . 
A strict analogy between transformation and lysogenization 
has alre~dy been rendered doubtful by subsequen t work of Vogt and 
Dulbecco (S2.' 53 ) on t..lle nature of virus release in the transformed cells. 
In fa c t , it was shown that the preGistent virus release o f Py- transformed 
1nouse culture s is due to a vil"US carrier state a nd not to induction of 
a p rovil·ua. !-..ioreover , virus p roduction could not be induced in , and 
v i r u s -related materials could not be isolated from , virus - free 
transformed cell s . 
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The results presented here have shown t !-.at viruo growth and 
cell ki lling in steady state cultures could be reduced or eliminated i f 
the spread of extrs.cellular virus wao hindered by antiviral medium. 
This finding indicates that the principal type of virus:cell association 
in steady state cultures in which no transformed cells have appeared 
is al3o that of a carrier culture . 
The concept of delayed integration, however, r.oay still be 
applicable if it is assumed that virua in the metastable state is not 
able to enter into a phase of rapid replication. Thus modified , the 
theory c3n b e teeted by ita predictio n that transformatio n i s a delayed 
result of infection. The results reported in this t.hesis s howed that 
no unexpressed transforr .. 1ed cella can be detected i n culture:s which 
VJere briefly exposed to virus and then grown in antiviral medium . 
T herefore t he delay i n transformation of infected mouse embryo 
cultures c annot be due to delayed integration unlesa t he unexpreesed 
transformed cella are very rare a.nd selected against . 
Nevertheless , the findin2 of S toker(69 ) that transform~d hc.rnster 
cello do not appear immediately aftl.'!r infection indicates that delayed 
integration may play some role in P y- induced transformation . It may 
be possible to demonetrnte the occurrence of delayed integration in 
infected mou se cultures by an analysis of the fo llowing form: infected 
c ultures could be treated with antiviral medium at varioutS times after 
infection. ..A t various times after this treatment had begun, the cultures 
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could be plated to detect transforrneci c olonies . This approach would 
enable us to determine at least an upper limit to the time interval 
between infection and traneforma.tion. It would have the further 
advantages that we ~ould be able to determine both the length of virus 
exposure needed to induce transformation and the properties of the 
earliest appearing transformed cells. 
B. Trancformable Variants 
It has been shown here t..l<at t he response of a clonal culture to 
P y infection was similar to that of uncloned cultures: an extended 
steady state period w as foilowed by the appearance of transformed 
cells. Fro m this finding it follows that transformable variants pre -
existing in the animal are not necessary for virus induced transformation. 
i~ modified fluctuation tes t (9 0) was performed to test the 
hypot hesis t hat transformation results from t he infection of transforma-
ble variants of mutational origin . In this test , the frequency of trans-
formable variants in clonal cultures was approximately inferred from 
the time of appearance of Py-transfor med cells . In iact , no clon al 
culture was found t hat showed any symptom of transformation earlier 
than four weeks after i nfection . The conclusion that the hypothesio is 
incorrect must , however , be qualified as followa : (1) if the mutation 
rate of the transformable variants is extremely low , t hen the probability 
of finding a rapidl y tral"lsformable clone woul d be correaponding ly low; 
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(2) if resistance to the c yt o cide'..l cffecto of infection is a secondary 
and not a p r imary attribute o f transformed c ells , then the t ime 
between infe c tion and transformation would reflect , in part , the time 
needed to s ele ct for virus resistant transformed cells and not the 
frequency of transformable variants ; and (3) if the transformable 
var iant6 wer e selected agai nst , their frequencies in clonal culture s 
would not be expected to show much fluctaation . 
Since thi s work was started, a number of other workers have 
also i nvestigated the possibility that susceptibility to transformation 
~ight be a heritable t r ait . (67 ' 94 • 96 } Their conclusions were similar 
to our own. Stoker and Macpher oon, (67 ) UGing a quantitative aeaay 
for transformation , have found that cloned sublines of a permanent 
h amster ki dney cultu r e show the same p roportion of transfo rmed cells 
after ?y infecti on as does the unclon e d parental po pulation. SachtJ et. 
al. , <96 ) working with cloned linea of freshly i solated mouse and 
hamster cells have obtained similar dnta. 
It i s of interest that ihe latter workerG detected transformation 
by plating the infected cultures for t r a nsformed colonies on fe eder 
l <:~Kyers of virus r esistan t rat embryo cells at seventeen day o after 
infection. We were unable to detect transformed cells by p lating on 
m ouse feeders at seventeen days after infection . This discrepancy 
might possi bly ::o:-eflect a los e o f v i rus sensitive transformed cells in 
the present exper~ments aa a result of u sing virus s e nsitive feeder c e ll s . 
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Since it has not been possible to show that the de layed appear-
ance of transformation in infected mouse embryo cultures resulta 
either from the de layed integration of the viral genome or from a low 
frequ.:;ncy of tr ap..sformable v a riants , it is worthwhile considering 
other hypotheses whi c h could explain th is phenomenon . Firot, 
transformation could be due to infection by a rare transform ing mutant 
in the virus population: prolong ed exposure of the culture to infection 
w ould increaGe the opportunitiec for a mutant:cell interaction. T here 
is one finding whi ch could p rovide some support for this idea; namely, 
that the P l6 strain of P y is mori!l efficient '(ler pfu than the lp s train 
in causing transformation in the hanu1ter system . (S9 ) Second, 
transformation could be due to a rare type of virus ~cell interaction 
which is conditioned by the physiological state of the cell: prolong ed 
exposure of the culture to infection would increase the opportunities 
for such a rare virus:cell interaction. Since we might expect the 
physiological s tate of the cells to var.y with environmental conditions , 
Stoker and .A bel ' s fi nding that the C1.mcentr ation of Mg ions in£1 uence G 
the transformation rate of hamster cells provides support for this 
theory . F urther experimentation will be required to decide which 
one of these m odels we have mentioned best explains the process of 
P y induced transformation of mouse embryo cells. 
The b roader iasue of the relationship between the i n vitro 
properties and the transplanta.bility of cultured cella will now be 
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exami ned. Py- infected cultures will b e d i s cussed separately from 
u~·iinfected cultures because of the antigenic differences which have 
been found between them . 
Infected cultures . Al m ost all eshbli shed lines o f Py- tran:;-
formed hamster c ell s ag~e abl e to produce tumm.·s upon rei!"nplantation . ( 4 4:) 
H owever, many workers have repo rted difficulty in produci ng t umors 
'b '-) . r. d 1' {48,49 , 50) 
w1t. t- y 1ru:ecte mouse tneo . The lack of transplantability 
o,: some of ou:r clonally derived tran sfo1·med lines agrees w i th the 
findings of th<!se worker s . Sorne of the factors which 1.nay influe:'lce 
the transplantability of in.iected m o use cultures ha v0 been eY..amined. 
It ha.3 been shown here that the failure of virus carryi ng lines 
of transfor m ed cell:-~ t o produce tumors on transplantatio n is not solely 
due to the injection of virus with the cells. H owever, i t i s lik ely tha t 
the presenc e of the Fy specific a n tigen in the cells influences their 
t:ranspl antability . The w o rk of H a bel(S6) and the work presented here 
ro..ave shown that this a nti gen i s p resent i n transplantable tran sformed 
cultu1•ea; pr e surr.abl y it i s also present i n the non- transplantable line s , 
althongh furth er eJcperiments will be needed to prove thi s p oint . 
O u r findi ngs i ndica te that the transplanta.bility of infected line s 
is correlated w i th certai n of their KK!!!K~ p rop e r ties: non- transplantable 
and transplan table lines di::£er in colonial morphol ogy a nd efficien c y of 
cloni~1Kg K The enhanced tra.nsplantability o f the cell line s whic h form 
de~:1se col onies could arise f ron1 a nu.tnber of causes: for instance , 
the tranoplantable cells could have an i nc reased capacity to withstand 
the i rnmunological defense:; o f the h o st , or a decreased anti -
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genicity, or a more marked indifference to growth controlling 
mechanisms of the host. 
The morphologically transformed but non-transplantable mouse 
cells are reminiscent of the early transformed hamster cells of Vogt 
and Dulbecco. (65 • 66 ) These workers found that the initial result of 
Py induced transformation was a non-transplantable but mor phologically 
changed cell; only upon continued in vitro cultivation did fully trans-
p lantable , or "late" transformed cells arise. The difference in the 
colonial m orphology of the early and late transformed hamster cells 
resembles the difference between our non-transplantable and trans-
plantable mouse lines. To establish this analogy on a firmer basis , 
it will be necessary to show in the mouse system that transplantable 
cells possessing the Py specific antigen derive from non-transplantable 
cells in the absence of reinfection. 
Uninfectecl Cultures . It has been found that a correlation exists 
between the gro wth pattern of uninfected cultures and their ability to pro-
duce tumors: cultures with non-regulated growth patterns frequently 
pro duced tumors; regulated cultures, with one exception, did not. We 
are unabl e to decide whether the one tumor - producing , regulated culture 
represents an exception to the rule or merely reflects the insensitivity 
of the methods used for detecting non-regulated growth in vitro . 
The association in uninfected lines of the in vitro character of 
non- r egulated growth with the capacity for autonomous growth in vivo 
suggests that the non-transplantable, Py-traneformed lines also have a 
decreased sensitivity to the g rowth controlling influences of the intact 
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anirnal . T he failure of these t:;:-ansfi\rmed lines to produce tumors 
could be .explained, as has been pointect out, by their greater anti-
genicity. 
Many other workers have found that cultured mouee cells can 
undergo spontaneous changes in the absence of any known virus or 
. (97 98 99) . (97 98) 
carc1nogen . ' ' Sanford and coMworkers ' have found that 
the acquicition of transplantability in mouse cultures generally requirea 
at least an eight-mol'lth and frequently a l onger period of growth in vitro . 
In the experiments reported here, transformation to non-regulated 
growth and to transplantability frequently occurred within six months 
of the explantation of t.'le cultures . IJ?. a recent communication, Todaro 
and C reen(84) have reported results similar to our own. They have 
described the establishment of permanent cell lini!!!S from short term 
cultures of mouse embryo c ells . Establishment -- defined by the 
.bility of the culture in GUestion to m aintain a constant or rising growth 
rate upon continued trander -- frequently occurred within three months 
of explantation from the animal. The establishment of a cell line was 
often , although not always , followed by the acquisition of a non-
regulated growth pattern. Todaro and Green noted that establishment 
w as often delayed or completely prev~nted by transferring the cells 
at suboptimal cell densities : in ouch cases , the cultures fxequently 
died out. Thi s observation suggests that it might b~ po•oible to develop 
a more sensitive m ethod of studying Py-induced transformation in 
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mouse cultures: one could infect cells which had been transferred 
several time ~ at low cell densities and would therefore be less likely 
to show spontaneous changes. 
In closing , we wish to point out that the major details observed 
in Py-induced transformation seem to hold true for another virus of the 
Papova group , SV 40• in hamster cell cultures . Here too, only a 
small proportion of the cell population is transformed after infection 
w ith the virus (lOO) and, in addition , SV 4 0 induced hamster tumors 
possess a new a ntigen -- one which is probably not related to the Py 
specific antigen . (S9 ) SV 4 0 is also known to cause both virus pro -
liferation and transformati~n when i t infects human cell cultures. (lOl) 
It is tempting to suggest t hat the phenomena we have observed in 
investigating Py infection of mouse embryo cells -- duality of virus 
action, neoplastic trans formation as a rare event, and induction of a 
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